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Finding a relation between a particular phenotype and genotype is one of the central themes in 
medical genetics. Single-nucleotide polymorphisms are easily assessable markers allowing 
genome wide association (GWA) studies and meta-analysis. Hundreds of such analyses were 
performed in the last decades. Even though several tools for such analyses are available, an 
efficient SNP-data transformation tool was tool was necessary. We developed a data 
management tool fcGENE which allows us easy transformation of genetic data into different 
formats required by different GWA tools.  
Genotype imputation which is a common technique in GWA, allows us to study the 
relationship of a phenotype at markers that are missing and even at completely un-typed 
markers. Moreover this technique helps us to infer both common and rare variants that are not 
directly typed. We studied different aspects of the imputation processes especially focussing 
on its accuracy. More specifically, our focus lied on the impact of pre-imputation filtering on 
the accuracy of imputation results. To measure the imputation accuracy, we defined two new 
statistical sores, which allowed us the comparison between imputed and true genotypes 
directly. Our direct comparison between the true and imputed genotypes showed that strict 
quality filtering of SNPs prior to imputation process may be detrimental.  
We further studied the impact of differently selected reference panels from publicly available 
projects like HapMap and 1000 genome projects on the imputation quality. More specifically, 
we analysed the relationship between genetic distance of the reference and the resulting 
imputation quality. For this purpose, we considered different summary statistics of population 
differentiation (e.g. Reich’s     , Nei’s      and other modified scores) between the study 
data set and the reference panel used in imputation processes.  
In the third analysis, we compared two basic trends of using reference panels in imputation 
process: (1) use of genetically best-matched reference panel, and (2) use of an admixed 
reference panel that allows the use of individual reference panel from all possible type of 
populations, and let the software itself select the optimal references in a piece-wise manner or 
as complete sequences of SNPs for each individual separately. We have analysed in detail the 
performance of different imputation software and also the accuracy of the imputation 
processes in both cases. We found that the current trend of using software with admixed 
reference panel in all cases is not always the best strategy.  Prior to imputation process, 
phasing of study data sets by using an external reference panel is also a common trend 
especially when it comes to the imputation of large datasets. We studied the performance of 
different imputation frameworks with or without pre-phasing. It turned out that pre-phasing 
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1 Overview of the Thesis 
1.1 Abstract 
Genetic association analysis is a major source of scientific discoveries in the field of genetics. 
Genetic statisticians and epidemiologists have designed different methods of genetic 
association analysis. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) used in the analysis play an 
important role for mapping complex diseases. Genome-wide association (GWA) study is one 
of the popular methods that can uncover the genetic basis of human diseases[1].  Due to 
modern genotyping technologies, a typical GWA study represents currently a large dataset 
involving hundreds of thousands of SNPs genotyped in thousands of individuals. The 
international HapMap Project[2,3] contains genotype data on more than 3 million SNPs. 
Similarly, the 1000 Genomes Project[4] has allocated approximately 15 million SNPs and 
genotyped them to detect their allele frequencies and haplotype structures. Prior to GWA 
studies, each SNP undergoes several types of quality analysis such as the characterization of 
call rate, allele frequency distribution and testing of Hardy Weinberg equilibrium. To handle 
with these several analysis in large genotype data sets, fast and efficient analysis tools are 
necessary.  Modern GWA analysis also requires a number of other statistical tools to perform 
methods such as pre-processing, analysis of population structure, association analysis and 
genotype imputation. Software used for these purposes have often their own specific and 
incompatible input and output data formats. As such, one of challenges in modern GWA 
studies may be the efficient and fast management of data including multiple format 
conversions. Therefore the first part of my research work is focused on facilitating a new and 
computationally fast and efficient software, which   can be used for:  
a) Performing two way multiple format conversions of genetic data sets,  
b) Creating data and templates of commands necessary for imputation process, 
c) Creating templates of scripts used to run the software related to GWA analysis.   
To understand the relationship between the genotypes and phenotypes, a comprehensive 
assessment of the genome is desirable. Since re-sequencing is still expensive, there are some 
efforts to infer other genotypes given the large but limited amount of SNPs accessible due to 
micro-array or sequence techniques. This process is generally known as genotype imputation 
and exploits the linkage disequilibrium pattern of the genome. Current Imputation techniques 
allow us even to infer both common and rare variants that are not directly typed. Therefore 
genotype imputation plays a central role in GWA studies and meta-analysis. For example 
when individual studies use genotyping platforms with different SNP content, one solution in 
such a case is to restrict the analysis to only those SNPs present on all platforms (for example, 
there are ~250 000 overlapping SNPs on the affymetrix SNP 6.0 and Illumina Human 1M 
arrays), but this seems overly conservative.  In order to increase the statistical power and 
gaining a reliable statistical inference, one can combine two datasets genotyped at different 
sets of markers by imputing completely un-typed markers as well as imputing missing 
genotypes. In more detail, imputation methods are very popular for: 
a) Predicting partially missing genotypes in the data sets  
b) Joining together datasets genotyped on different platforms  
c) Finding association with a phenotype at variants that are not directly genotyped. 
There are different tools for imputation methods.  Most popular tools are: MaCH[5], MaCH-
minimac2[6], MaCH-Admix[7],  IMPUTE[1], IMPUTE in combination  with  SHAPEIT[8], 
BIMBAM[7], BEAGLE[9–11]  and PLINK[12]. These tools are now routinely used to impute 
the genotypes of SNPs based on the observed haplotype structure. However these tools have 
their own input and output formats. For the transformation of genotype data sets into the 
formats of previously mentioned imputation tools, a convenient and efficient data converting 
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tool is necessary. In this thesis work, we have addressed this issue by developing a new data 
transformation tool.  
The rest part of the thesis work is focused on different issues of imputation quality. To study 
the quality of imputation process, we performed different simulation studies by creating 
artificial missings in the given study datasets. For this, we first identified the high quality 
(HQ) markers using highly stringent SNP-quality filtering criteria. HQ SNPs were considered 
as the original true genotypes. Highly stringent filtering criteria made us confident that the 
filtered HQ SNPs are highly accurate and identical to the original true genotypes. In order to 
generate different percentages of missings in the study datasets, different portions of HQ 
SNPs were then randomly selected and masked. Masking of HQ SNPs was done partially and 
completely.  Genotypes of the partially and completely masked SNPs were re-imputed using 
different imputation software at different scenarios. Finally we compared the original 
genotypes with the genotypes imputed at different scenarios. We developed new statistical 
scores to quantify the difference between the original and imputed genotypes. This type of 
simulation studies allowed us to perform a direct comparison between true and imputed 
genotypes. Moreover, direct comparison helped us to determine the strategy that can provide 
us with the best imputation quality.     
We first studied the impact of pre-imputation data filtering on the accuracy of imputation 
results. One of the challenging problems in genetic analysis may be how to deal with the 
poorly genotyped markers while performing genotype imputation. Current practice suggests 
us that SNPs with both the partially and completely missing genotypes can be better imputed 
only after thoroughly cleaning of the given SNP data set by dropping out the poorly 
genotyped markers prior to genotype imputation. However the imputation algorithms 
basically use linkage disequilibrium information between the genotyped NPs and un-typed 
SNPs[5,9]. That is why the shorter the genetic distance between two typed adjacent SNPs is, 
the more accurately we can impute the un-typed markers between them. In our study, we 
aimed to address the question whether filtering low quality SNPs has an influence on the 
performance of imputation algorithms (such as MaCH and IMPUTE) and which quality 
criteria are most informative regarding their performance.  
We also studied the relationship between the imputation accuracy and the genetic similarity 
between the reference haplotypes and the haplotypes of individual in the target dataset.  
Genetic similarity plays an important role to recognize the linkage disequilibrium (LD) 
between the untyped or missing markers and the neighbourhood[10]. Since imputation 
methods are based on the LD pattern, the choice of a reference panel directly influences the 
accuracy of imputation methods. Therefore, appropriate reference panel is also one of the 
most decisive factors for the quality of imputation process.  Genotype imputation frameworks 
like MaCH and MaCH-minimac[11], use ethnically best-matched reference panels. However, 
it is often not clear which ethnicity exactly can be considered as the reference population. We 
therefore analyzed the impact of ethnic matching between target and reference population on 
imputation accuracy. Moreover we suggested a strategy of computing     [12–14] statistics to 
select the best-matched reference panel for a particular target dataset.  
We made a comparative study of different imputation software and scenarios to find out the 
software and frameworks that result in the best imputation quality. Imputation methods 
mostly use a population genetic model to extrapolate allelic correlation measured in the 
reference panel[15]. Moreover modern imputation methods consider imputation strategies 
with pre-phasing and application of admixed-reference panels. Imputation frameworks with 
pre-phasing strategy first estimate the haplotypes for each individual statistically and then in 
the second phase, missing genotypes are inferred. At the same time haplotypes of each 
individual are estimated together with the posterior probabilities of each possible genotype. 
However the relative performance of these modern strategies has not been studied yet in 
detail. Therefore, in this thesis work, we compared two popular imputation frameworks with 
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such pre-phasing strategy namely MaCH-minimac[11] and IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT[8]. These 
two frameworks were also compared with other frameworks like MaCH and IMPUTE2. 
Lastly, we also compared the relative performance of different imputation frameworks that 
use admixed-reference panel. Such frameworks are useful in dealing the complex linkage 
disequilibrium (LD) pattern due to admixed type of population. Moreover this type of 
imputation frameworks use  a pool of combined reference panel from all possible types of 
population and select the best matched haplotypes from them automatically[7].  In this thesis, 
we present a comprehensive evaluation of such type of imputation frameworks such as 
IMPUTE2, IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT[8,13,14] and MaCH-Admix[7], which accept a genetically 
admixed-reference panel. The results obtained from software using admix reference panel are 
compared with the results obtained from software using best-matched reference panel such 
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1.2 Outlines  
This thesis work is designed in a cumulative way comprising all together four research papers. 
These papers were published in peer-reviewed journals. The main results of these papers are 
described in this thesis. Complete articles published in the journal are also attached as 
appendices.  
 
In the introductory chapter, we have provided some basics of statistical genetics and different 
summary statistics used in genetic studies. We have also introduced genetic factors like 
linkage disequilibrium, which plays a central role in finding out association between the traits 
of interest and genetic markers. Furthermore we have described different aspect of imputation 
process and imputation tools that can be used to predict the missings in the genetic data.  
Since the missings are imputed using different reference panels, we have introduced different 
strategies of selecting reference panel for a particular study dataset.   
 
The main chapter of this thesis describes research work contained in our four papers 
published in different peer-review journals. We have described each research paper as one 
section of the main chapter. In the first paper, we have presented our newly developed 
software fcGENE[12]. This software is a data management tool and it helps in converting 
genotype formats required by different tools of GWA analysis. In the second paper[13], we 
discuss the impact of pre-imputation quality control on the accuracy of imputation results. 
Here, we have also shown how quality control prior to imputation process may be detrimental 
to the quality of the imputation results. In the third paper[14], we analysed the impact of 
genetic similarity of target and reference population on imputation accuracy. Our final 
paper[15] describes the qualitative evaluation of modern imputation frameworks like MaCH, 
MaCH-minimac, MaCH-Admix, IMPUTE2 and IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT. All these frameworks 
either consider reference panel that matches the best with the study data set or an a reference 
panel comprising a pool of haplotypes from all possible population known as admixed 
cosmopolitan reference panel.  The performance of these software was studied in detail.  
At the end of this thesis, we have included a chapter for discussion and conclusion of the 
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2 Introduction   
2.1 Basics of genetics 
Human genetic information is coded in 23 pairs of chromosomes consisting of  22 pairs of 
autosomes (chromosome 1 to 22) and one pair of sex chromosomes ; XX in females and XY 
in males. The chromosomes have double-helical structure with two bands of deoxyribonucleic 
acid (DNA) strands attached together. Each base of a DNA strand is attached to another base 
of its second strand in a complementary way. By means of a hydrogen bond, Adenine (A) is 
bonded to Thymine (T) and Guanine (G) to Cytosine (C). Thus the two DNA strands carry the 
same genetic information[16].  Any well-defined position along a chromosome is called 
locus. DNA sequences selected randomly from a natural population, is highly polymorphic 
(i.e. no two sequences would be the same). In Humans, one polymorphism occurs roughly 
within every 100 to 1000 bases. This type of variation in DNA provides us with different 
types of markers like single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), and sort tandem repeats 
(STRs).  A SNP results from the change in a single nucleotide- A, T, C or G- in the DNA 
sequence. Allele and genotype frequencies are basically used to characterize a population and 
can be defined only with respect to the particular population. Therefore, estimation of allele 
frequencies means to calculate the proportion of individuals carrying each allele in a 
population. For diploid organism like human, suppose that frequencies of   poosible alleles 
            in a particular population at any locus is denoted by         . Then we can 
define the allele frequencies as follows:  
              
 
 
           
   
              
In above equation,             , is the genotype frequency, which can be estimated for 
example through maximum likelihood method as   
           
     
 
            
 
In above equation,      is the total number of   individuals having genotype      at the 
particular locus and N is the total number of individuals in the population. 
2.1.1 Phenotype, genotype and haplotype 
Study of any human population mostly starts with the phenotypic examination of the 
individuals [10]. Human population means here a number of randomly selected individuals of 
the same human species[11]. In many cases, the observed variation in the phenotypes is under 
genetic control which is typically detected by twin or family studies. Therefore a phenotype in 
genetics may be defined as observable characteristic due to a locus or gene of the individual 
[12]. Suppose that a biallelic marker consists of two alleles   and      one from father and one 
from the mother.  Then the possible genotypes at the Marker are:   ,   /   and   . The 
unordered pair of alleles that an individual has at a locus, is the individual’s genotype at this 
locus[12]. A person is called homozygous if the genotype consists of two same type of allele 
and heterozygous if the two alleles are different[17]. If genotypes of parents are available then 
the haplotypes of the children can be determined. However family data are not always 
available. Similarly, special molecular methods such as cloning and allele-specific 
polymerase chain reaction, we can principally determine the exact haplotypes of a person at 
these markers; however such methods are very expensive and time-consuming.  Therefore, 
different statistical and machine learning algorithms including Hidden Markov Models 
(HMM) and Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) methods are used to determine the 
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Figure ‎2.1: (a) Genotypes at three markers and (b) the possible haplotypes 
2.1.2 Hardy-Weinberg law 
In absence of genetic disturbance form outside, the genetic variation in a population remains 
stable. This type of equilibrium law is detected by Hardy and Weinberg and can also be 
described in terms of the relation between allele and genotype frequencies[10].  According to 
this law, allele and genotype frequencies in an ideal population remain stable over generations 
in absence of other evolutionary influences[17]. Using Hardy-Weinberg Law of population 
genetics, we can calculate genotype frequencies from the allele frequencies[18]. Here, we 
consider an ideal population, i.e. the population is very large, there is a random mating in 
parental genotypes and there is no influence of evolutionary factors like gene flow, mutation, 
genetic draft, selection etc. Moreover, if we consider a locus having two alleles   and    with 
possible genotypes     ,    and    ,  then the expected genotype frequencies in the 
offspring are: 
           
 for    homozygotes, 
               for    heterozygotes, and 
           
 for     homozygotes 
The genotype proportions:   ,     and   , are Hardy-Weinberg proportions and satisfy the 
binomial equation expressed by  
            
where      . 
In above equation, we see that genotype frequencies are function of allele frequencies in a 
population. Therefore this equation can be used to measure whether the observed genotype 
frequencies in a population differ from the expected frequencies.  
2.1.3 Linkage disequilibrium 
The term linkage disequilibrium (LD) is first defined by Lewontin and Kojima[14] and is 
basically defined as the non-random association of alleles at two or more loci. Many 
evolutionary factors such as selection, gene conversation, mutation can be reflected by 
measuring the LD in each genomic region. Moreover, LD between a particular pair of loci 
depends on recombination rates[14].  Let us consider two loci: locus A with two alleles A and 
a, and locus B with alleles B and b. Furthermore, let us denote the probabilities of four 
possible haplotypes          and     respectively by             and     .  Then  
 
  Locus B  
Totals   B b 
Locus A A            
a            
      Totals           
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If there is a random association between two alleles A and B, then the haplotype AB occurs 
with the expected probability:          , and the alleles at the two loci are said to be in be 
a linkage equilibrium state.   If the expected probability     of the haplotype AB differs from 
the quantity     , then this is due to the non-random association and it expressed in terms of 
the linkage disequilibrium coefficient     and can be defined as  
 
            . 
If    =0 in above equation, then          shows the linkage equilibrium (LE)   and it 
explains that alleles at different loci are randomly associated. There are different measures of 
LD. A very popular way of quantifying LD is with   [14]:  
 
   
   
 
                
 
  which can also be interpreted as correlation coefficient, ranges between 0 and 1, indicating 
zero or perfect disequilibrium. Neighbouring SNPs are assumed to be in strong LD with each 
other. This concept of LD is very important for imputation process and GWA analysis. GWA 
studies typically do not assume that a genotyped marker has a causal impact on a phenotype. 
For association, it is sufficient that the marker is in some LD with a causal mutation.  
2.1.4 Genome-wide association analysis 
Through Genome wide association (GWA) study, genetic variants across the entire genome 
are examined and the aim of the study is to identify genetic factors associated with observed 
phenotypes. The number of the published GWA studies in the regularly updated catalogue 
owned by the National Cancer Institute and National Human Genome Research Institute is 
increasing rapidly.GWA study is  a study in which a dense array of genetic markers, which 
captures a substantial proportion of common variation in genome sequence, is typed in a set 
of DNA samples that are informative for a trait of interest. The main aim of the study is to 
map susceptibility effects through the detection of associations between genotype frequency 
and trait status[20]. A typical GWA study investigates several hundred thousand markers 
across the entire genome on thousands of individuals. Since the first popular GWA study 
made by  the Welcome Trust Case Control Consortium[19], millions of human DNA 
sequence variations have been catalogued.  Even though a typical GWA study requires a data 
set with large number of individuals and genetic markers[21], this is feasible due to the new 
technologies that can assay accurately and rapidly over one million variants. These 
technologies are however still too expensive to be applied for thousands of individuals 
necessary to detect the typically small effect sizes of genetics. Different factors like sample 
size, genotyping quality and coverage of the genetic variants, heritability and degree of poly-
genetics of the phenotype of interest determine the success of the study[22]. 
2.2 Phasing of Genotypes 
Since the human genome is diploid, the observed genotypes are unordered pairs of alleles. 
That means genetic data possess unphased information, meaning the parental origin of alleles 
at the markers, is unknown if family data are not available. However, using the set of diploid 
genotypes, we can reconstruct two haplotypes by determining the phase of the alleles at each 
site[23]. The work of inferring which alleles are present on the same copy of chromosome is 
called phasing or haplotyping of diploid genotypes. Phased haplotypes are very important in 
genetic analysis[24]. The most important aspect of phasing genotypes is that it helps in 
estimating the allelic state of SNPs that are not directly genotyped, i.e. phasing is a necessary 
pre-requisite for imputation[25]. To get the phased information, lots of efforts have been 
continuously going on since the origin of genetics. The old techniques of phasing were either 
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based on experimental work or on family-based data.  A very significant development was 
achieved after a statistical method to infer the haplotypes was developed by Clark in 
1990[23].  Soon after another important method via the expectation-minimization algorithm 
was developed by Excoffier and Stalkin[26].  Both of these methods were however 
computationally very expensive and relatively inaccurate.  Since then many improvements 
have been proposed. Modern phasing methods use coalescent theory and ideas from 
population genetics. Stephen’s approximation method[27] is one of such method which is 
widely used and further developed to tackle with the large sequencing data. Approaches based 
on this method use statistical models relating patterns of LD at multiple loci to the underlying 
recombination rate.  All of the current imputation or haplotyping programs are basically based 
on the same approach and use Hidden Markov models[1,5,9,27] to infer underlying 
recombination rate and phased information.   
2.3 Genotype imputation 
Genotyping a SNP at any individual through current genotyping technologies typically means 
to estimate three probabilities for each of the three possible genotypes          .  Each of 
these probabilities basically determines the uncertainty level at each of the possible 
genotypes. The most likely genotype is assigned to a SNP at an individual if the probability of 
the corresponding genotype is larger than a user-defined threshold, otherwise a null or 
missing genotype is assigned[22]. Current genotyping technologies are still not efficient 
enough to avoid errors and missings while creating large SNP data sets [28]. Poor DNA 
quality and genotype calling  algorithms are often the causes of low quality of genotypes[1]. 
That is why sporadic missing of genotypes occurs in a densely genotyped data set during the 
callings of genotypes from genotype chips. Occurrence of missing is generally due to the 
genotyping errors produced by the genotyping platform[28]. One simple way to deal with the 
missing and poorly genotyped SNPs  may be to remove them from the planned genetic study, 
however, this is overly conservative because the  larger genetic data  we have for each 
individual, the greater the chance of finding the associated risk variants. Moreover, the 
analyses with the incomplete data may lead to the biased results[29]. Therefore the alternative 
way is to infer or impute these missing or poorly genotyped SNPs statistically by benefiting 
from the fact that missing or poorly typed genotypes are often correlated with typed SNPs.  
Genotypes of low quality SNPs are mostly predicted (imputed) using different statistical 
methods. Most of the genetic studies with the large data set generally possess missing 
genotypes at different loci. Imputation helps to replace the poorly genotyped or missing 
genotypes by most likely genotypes or genotype probability distributions obtained from the 
imputation. Imputation process does not only predict the probability distribution of genotypes 
at missing or poorly genotyped loci but at the directly genotype loci. This option allows us to 
consider the directly typed genotypes either as they are in the study samples, or   as the most 
likely genotypes of the imputation process which may not always be the same as directly 
typed genotypes.  
Another reason for imputing untyped SNPs is that this process may create a finer map around 
the suspected loci. For example, if we impute SNPs around loci which shows an association 
with particular diseases, the imputed SNPs will show additional or stronger information for 
the association. Moreover, the imputed loci may itself be more strongly linked to the diseases.  
Imputation strategy can greatly enhance the power of a study for finding an association with 
phenotypes[1]. 
 
Assessment of entirely un-typed loci has also become a major use of imputation process now. 
Recently, we performed a study on Sorbs population[31] where we were confronting with a 
problem of combining two data sets of Sorbs samples which were genotyped with two 
different chip technologies. One possibility for us here was to consider only the commonly 
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genotyped SNPs; however such strategy would have largely reduced the power of the study. 
The alternative way of combining these two data sets was to impute or predict SNPs, which 
were untyped in any one or both of the data sets. With the help of imputation procedure, we 
can perform meta-analysis by combining study samples that are genotyped with different 
microarray platforms (e.g. Affymetrix array and Illumina). In order to impute completely 
untyped loci, a reference data set e.g. HapMap[2,3] or 1000 Genomes[4] can be used for the 
genotype imputation purpose. In what follows, genotype imputation refers to the prediction of 
either partially or sporadic missing genotypes at some SNPs (loci) of some samples or entirely 
untyped SNPs with our without using a reference panel.  
Due to the next generation sequencing technologies, assessing markers has become very 
cheap; however it is still expensive to sequence large number of samples. Therefore a cost-
effective approach is to sequence a subset of study sample and then to impute the rest of the 
study samples[30]. Those SNPs which are not typed in study samples but in the reference 
panel can be filled with `in-silico' genotypes. Relying on the densely typed reference panel, 
unobserved genotypes even at minor allele frequencies can be imputed. This helps us to 
increase the variants for association test and consequently the chance of detecting the 
suspected loci.  
In summary, we can conclude that imputation of completely untyped loci in study data sets 
can be used for the following two purposes: 
a. To increase the statistical power and gain a reliable statistical inference of meta 
analysis by combining two datasets genotyped at different sets of markers[19–21]. 
b. To impute and test association of SNPs even with very low minor allele 
frequencies[23]. 
2.3.1 Tools for Imputing genotype data 
Several software packages are publicly available for the purpose of genotype imputation. 
MaCH[5], IMPUTE[1] and BEAGLE[10] are among the most popular algorithms of 
imputation software. To handle with the large data set obtained from new technologies, 
modified framework of these imputation algorithms are available now such as MaCH-
minimac[5,6], IMPUTE-SHAPEIT[1,8] and MaCH-Admix[7]. We compare these 
frameworks later in detail. All these software basically use the LD structure to predict the 
haplotypes in every individual using some probabilistic model[24]. Probabilistic models like 
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) methods are used 
in determining the mosaic haplotypes of study individuals [37]. Some of these software are 
are described and compared in different research papers[25–28]. Unrelated individuals share 
common pieces of DNA that may be identical by state[17]. These pieces of DNA are mostly 
very short stretches of haplotypes[8]. This is because of the large genetic distance between the 
individuals and their common ancestor. To impute the missing genotypes, first stretches of 
shared haplotypes among study datasets are identified with the help of reference panel having 
relatively large number of markers (e.g. HapMap, 1000 Genome panel etc); and then the 
missing genotypes are filled by the alleles observed in matching reference haplotypes[25].  
2.3.2 Reference panels  
For the prediction of missing genotypes, typically a reference panel with densely typed 
haplotypes is used. The study data set and the underlying reference panel typically possess the 
common stretches of haplotypes.  Therefore imputation depends on the haplotype structure 
and density of genotyped dataset. Furthermore, imputation process using reference panel 
basically depends on on linkage disequilibrium (LD) patterns of phased haplotypes in a 
reference sample[1]. There are numerous approaches for building reference panel that can 
capture the human genetic variation in the target population. For example, different resources 
like HapMap2[38], HapMap3 project[3]and 1000 Genome project[4] are publicly available. 
HapMap project produced a haplotype reference panel of 420 haplotypes. Similarly 1000 
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Genome project has built a database of 5008 haplotypes from 1092 human genomes. These 
data were collected from a variety of sampling locations in Africa, Asia, Europe and 
Americas and are supposed to capture the genetic variation very deeply. Moreover, these data 
were commonly used as reference panel in imputation process. The choice of reference panel 
influences the imputation quality [39]. Use of 1000 Genome reference panel (Phase1 and 
Phase 3) is more popular than HapMap reference panel due to the deeper coverage of the 
human genome[4].  We generally expect the high imputation accuracy if the reference panel is 
derived from genetically same or similar population as the study sample[23]. Therefore, in the 
first generation of GWA studies, reference panels that were matched most closely with the 
target data set were the first choice for researchers. However there were challenges in 
imputing admixed populations due to their complex pattern of linkage disequilibrium[7]. 
Reference panel with high genetic diversity also contribute in increasing the accuracy of  
imputation process[7]. Therefore new ways of the selection of admixed reference panel such 
as Haplotype Reference Consortium[24] have also been suggested. However it is still unclear 
whether genotypes in an admixed population can be most accurately imputed using a mixture 
of reference panels from the parental populations or using a comparable reference panel from 
the admixed population itself[25]. There are also ongoing efforts to impute multiple rare 
variants that are likely to be associated with the complex diseases. In order to impute the rare 
variants, different type of combination of sets of reference panels with other sets of reference 
panel or even with study datasets have been suggested[24,26].  
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3 Results 
In this section, the main results are presented in a cumulative way. Moreover, the present 
work comprises four research papers published in peer-reviewed journals. All papers deal 
with issues related with the genotype imputation. The first paper[12] describes a tool serving 
as an efficient and accurate data transformation tool during GWA analysis. The other three 
papers address different issues of the accuracy of imputation process. The second paper[13] 
describes the possible loss of imputation accuracy through strict genotype quality filtering 
criteria prior to imputation process. The third paper[14] illustrates the relationship between 
imputation accuracy and the genetic similarity among the study dataset and reference panel 
used for imputation. The fourth paper[15] compares the performance of modern genotype 
imputation frameworks. In this last paper, we have also studied the performance of reference 
panels and imputation tools in different ethnicities.  
3.1 Detailed Abstracts 
3.1.1 First Research Paper 
fcGENE: A Versatile Tool for Processing and Transforming SNP Datasets 
Nab Raj Roshyara and Markus Scholz 
PLoS ONE 9(7): e97589 
Published: July 22, 2014 
DOI: 10.1371/journal.pone.0097589 
In the GWA analysis, there is still a challenge of dealing with the computational work and the 
efficient management of the high-dimensional genetic data. To perform the statistical and 
technical steps of even standard analyses such as genotype imputation process[5,7,27], 
principal component analysis (PCA)[28] and haplotype analysis[29], different software are 
usually applied.  These software require their own specific input formats of SNP genotype 
matrix. It is also necessary to compute different SNP- or individual-related statistical 
measures. The outputs of these software are also differently formatted. In order to use the 
output of one GWA related software into the other, we first need to convert the data into 
required format.  Therefore both-way genotype data transformation among these different 
software-formats has been an essential task to complete the imputation-based GWA analysis. 
Imputation frameworks such as MaCH[5,31], IMPUTE[1,42], BEAGLE[10,11] require 
different special formats of genotype data. Similarly there are many other haplotype-inferring 
and imputation tools, each of which has its own requirements as input files. That’s why 
transformation of sets of genotype data in different formats plays an important role in GWA 
analysis. More precisely a fast genotype format converting tool with options of SNP-wise and 
individual-wise quality filtering, could ease the burden of data management. 
 
We developed fcGENE[12] as open-source data management software. fcGENE is 
computationally efficient and errorless genotype format converting tool, which can create 
input files for all popular SNP data imputation software as well as other genetic software. 
This tool is written in C/C++ and can handle rapidly with the large data set comprising 
thousands individuals genotyped at hundreds of thousands of markers. The functionality of 
fcGENE is twofold. First, it can upload differently formatted genotype data to perform SNP-
wise and individual-wise quality control and / or to generate the files required for different 
imputation tools and other popular GWA tools like SNPTEST[1,27], HAPLOVIEW[29] and 
EIGENSOFT[30]. While creating sets of genotype data, it also generates the templates of 
commands required by the specified GWA tool.  The second main function of fcGENE is to 
convert the imputation results either back into different kinds of plink-formatted data or into 
the formats of previously mentioned other GWA software. While converting the imputation 
results to any specified format, fcGENE can consider the filtration of SNPs based on their 
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imputation quality.  Different cut-offs of standard summary measures such as SNP-wise and 
sample-wise genotyping rates, minor allele frequency (MAF) and Hardy-Weinberg 
equilibrium (HWE) tests are also provided and can be applied by a single command line in 
fcGENE. Filter commands regarding SNPs and samples not achieving sufficient quality 
measures can also be applied. Syntax of fcGENE is similar to that of PLINK. Therefore 
fcGENE can be understood as a complementary and streamlining tool of software like PLINK 
and other software packages.  
In the published paper, we demonstrate the main functions and commands of fcGENE with 
the help of a small working example. The files generated by fcGENE can be directly used for 
in subsequent association analysis. fcGENE saves internally all loaded information in one 
special format. Upon loading a dataset, it converts the loaded data, regardless of the input 
format, into formats specified by the command option “- -format” (meaning output format). If 
the original data is given in PLINK format, we can use fcGENE to convert it into the format 
of either any imputation tools or other tools used for GWA analysis. Upon the completion of 
the imputation process, we can also feed imputation outputs to fcGENE directly. fcGENE 
converts the imputation outputs into the formats of any of the previously mentioned software. 
However, converting imputation outputs into PLINK-, SNPTEST- HAPLOVIEW- or 
EIGENSOFT-format is a useful option for a GWA analysis. The genotype probability 
distribution obtained from imputation process can be converted into PLINK’s dosage-file-
format also. In short, fcGNEE helps in creating pipelines for different GWA analysis. It can 
be a good asset while using different GWA tools. A flowchart of possible data format 
creations and conversions are shown in Figure  3.1  . 
 
Figure ‎3.1: Flowchart of possible conversion steps for genotype data and the use of 
fcGENE during this process.  
 
In Figure  3.1 arrows towards the box in which fcGENE is written, imply that the data files of 
the programs, from where the arrows start, can be read and uploaded by fcGENE.  Similarly 
arrows, going out form fcGENE-box, are showing the programs whose files can be generated.  
fcGENE can convert not only the inputs and outputs of imputation software but also the 
imputation-reference panels. This type of format conversion is necessary if we decide to 
compare study genotypes and imputation reference panel. Filtering of poorly imputed SNPs is 
another task fcGENE. fcGENE can  remove poorly imputed SNPs  according as the cutoff 
value given for the quality measure.  
 
In summary, we developed fcGENE based on the main idea that this program can automate 
the format conversion of genotype SNP data from one GWA analysis toolset to other. This 
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program is user-friendly and efficient.  At the same time, it calculates different summary 
statistics in one step and gives a one-command line solution for different steps of quality 
control issues. Moreover, it can also filter SNPs based on pre-determined cut-off level of 
imputation quality measures. The download statistics of fcGENE show 
(https://sourceforge.net/projects/fcgene/) shows that it is very popular within the scientific 
community.  Till date (12.06.2018), more than fcGENE has been downloaded more than 
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3.1.2 Second Research Paper 
Impact of pre-imputation SNP-filtering on genotype imputation results 
Nab Raj Roshyara, Holger Kirsten, Katrin Horn, Peter Ahnert and Markus Scholz 
BMC Genetics201415:88 
Published: 12 August 2014 
DOI: 10.1186/s12863-014-0088-5 
Genotype imputation has now become a necessary part of genetic analysis. It increases power 
of a study and plays an important role for meta-analysis. This process mostly uses a study data 
set together with a reference panel to estimate the unobserved and missing genotypes in the 
study dataset. Moreover, different statistical techniques and software have also been 
developed to perform genotype imputation. However there are still many open questions in 
the area this field. While performing genotype imputation, one of the bio-statistical challenges 
may be how to deal with the poorly genotyped markers[19]. In a directly typed study dataset, 
there may be SNPs with genotypes of both high and low quality. Quality of directly typed 
genotypes depends on the errors that occur while typing them. Bias in the study design may 
also be the cause of low quality genotypes[31]. Current practice in GWA, suggests us that a 
reliable statistical inference of GWA study can be gained by discarding the poorly genotyped 
markers before performing genotype imputation. Based on this principle, genotype data need 
to be filtered by performing a series of quality control (QC) steps before testing an association 
in any GWAS[21]. For small datasets, allele probe signal intensities can be inspected in so 
called signal intensity plots before the genotypes are determined [32]. In general, genotyping 
errors result from cluster plot irregularities resulting in ambiguous cluster assignment. Since it 
is impossible to inspect hundreds of thousands cluster plots, a number of quality metrics are 
usually considered [32]. For the large study data sets, the probabilities of genotypes being the 
homozygotes (AA or BB) or the heterozygote (AB/ BA) are estimated through genotype 
calling algorithms. Prior to the determination of type of a genotype, a certain cut-off for the 
probability of being a particular type (AA, AB or BB) is fixed.  If a genotype with a 
probability exceeds the pre-determined cut-off, then it is considered as called genotype; 
otherwise the genotype value is rejected and considered as missing. To determine the quality 
of genotyped data, the calling rate of each genotyped SNP is examined.  A Classical trend in 
GWAS suggests that markers with a call rate less than 95% (       ) should be removed 
from further study[33,34]. Similarly markers with low allele frequency (MAF) (     
       ) is another criteria to categorize a SNP as a low quality SNP. Deviation from Hardy-
Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE) may indicate the low quality of a SNP.  Although p-value 
threshold for testing of deviation from HWE varies greatly between studies, SNPs with HWE-
pvlaue less than 0.001 are often removed              ) from the study data[27,19,35].  
We have noted here that filtering SNPs with low genotyping quality is common in preparation 
of genome-wide imputation process. However, on the other hand, every marker removed from 
study data set may potentially be the diseases marker or a marker that is in a state of linkage 
disequilibrium(LD) with the diseases marker. Similarly, most of the imputation programs 
basically use linkage disequilibrium information between the genotyped SNPs and un-typed 
SNPs. If we filter low quality SNPs prior to the imputation of  the missing data, the LD 
structure between SNPs is thinned out. The degree of accuracy that can be achieved when 
estimating un-genotyped markers, varies greatly depending on the extent of LD between the 
un-genotyped marker and nearby genotyped markers.  Therefore it was not clear whether 
there is a negative influence of quality filtering of SNPs prior to imputation process. We 
studied the influence of filtering low quality SNPs on the performance of imputation 
algorithms (such as MaCH and IMPUTE). Moreover, we determined the quality criteria that 
can be recommended to achieve best performance of these tools. Southam et.al[48] have 
recently published a report which showed that imputation of common variants is generally 
very accurate and robust to GWAS  QC, which is not a major factor affecting imputation 
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outcome, and a minority of common-frequency SNPs with particular properties cannot be 
accurately imputed regardless of QC stringency. They have presented an evaluation of the 
accuracy of imputed genotypes by comparing allele frequencies at the same SNP between 
imputed and true, directly typed data. However, their results were based only on the 
imputation tool IMPUTE only.  That is why we investigated the effect of quality control on 
imputation process performed for other programs like MaCH. 
To investigate the impact of quality-based filtering of SNPs, we included 100 German 
individuals from the two neighboring regions Saxony and Thuringia. Ethical approval was 
obtained from the Ethics Committee of the University of Leipzig. The regional school council 
Leipzig approved access to study participants in schools. Individuals were subsets of cohorts 
of an ongoing study of genetics of dyslexia[36,37]. From this data, we created different SNP 
data subsets with variable SNP quality to. The variability of SNP quality was necessary to test 
the performance of different SNP data subset on imputation process. Based on the different 
level of MAF, CR and p-values of HWE, we first determined different genotyping quality 
criteria namely: high quality (HQ), normal quality (NQ), low quality (LQ) and bad quality 
(BQ).  Subset HQ was assumed to contain those SNPs which could provide us with the high 
confidence of correct calls so that we could use them as true observed genotypes. Moreover 
Subset ‘HQ’ was generated using highly stringent HQ-criteria: MAF≥0.1, CR=1, and 
p(HWE)≥0.01.  This judgement was based on the previously published data[38].  Therefore 
we assume a high confidence of genotype calls for the HQ SNPs. Similarly data subsets NQ 
and LQ were created by applying the criteria: MAF≥0.01, CR≥0.95, and p(HWE)≥1x10-6 for 
NQ and  MAF>0.005, CR≥0.5,and p(HWE)≥1x10-12  for LQ respectively. NQ criteria was 
normally used in most of the published GWA studies[19,35,33]. Data set LQ was created by 
relaxing the quality filtering criteria which are normally used in filtering prior to imputation. 
This criteria was necessary to compare its result with the NQ dataset. We created subset BQ 
by enriching SNPs of particularly low genotyping quality. It consisted of all SNPs 
disqualified by the NQ criteria and all HQ SNPs, a part of which were masked and imputed. 
The reason defining ``BQ’’ data sub-set t in his way, is to enrich SNPs with very low or bad 
quality SNPs and to reduce the number of SNPs with averaged quality.  This data sub-set still 
contains our high-quality SNPs which are required to compare true and imputed genotypes. A 
bad imputation quality was expected with this data sub-set. SNPs violating HWE may have an 
increased risk for genotyping errors due to a higher probability of misclassifying a 
heterozygous into a homozygous genotype from poor amplification of one of the alleles[38].  
Therefore we decided to assess the effect of single quality criteria and defined SNP data 
subsets by using only one of the quality criteria namely NQ.HWE using criteria:        
      , NQ.CAR using criteria         and NQ.MAF using criteria         etc. 
Finally we also considered the whole unfiltered dataset naming it ``ALL’’ and contained all 
available SNPs. Dataset ALL was also taken into account to investigate whether filtering 
process before genotype imputation is necessary at all. In this way, based on different level of 
genotype quality, we built all together 16 different data subsets of chromosome 22. All these 
data subsets consisted HQ SNPs. We masked differently specified percentages of randomly 
selected HQ genotypes and SNPs created different degree of missings in each of the 
previously mentioned 16 datasets. Missings were created by masking randomly selected 
partial genotypes of SNPs. We also masked the whole genotypes of randomly selected HQ 
SNPs. While processing the random selection of single genotypes for masking process, 
genotypes or whole SNPs masked in the data subsets with lower percentages of masking were 
also masked in the data subsets containing the higher percentages of masking. The aim of this 
procedure was to allow comparisons of imputation quality between different groups of 
missingness by considering a common subset of SNPs / genotypes missing in all scenarios. 
All data subsets having different missing scenarios were imputed.  In this way, we had two 
types of imputation process: 
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a) Imputation of partially masked genotypes (i.e. hole filling imputation process) 
b) Imputation of entirely masked SNPs (i.e. entire SNP imputation process) 
Two software namely MaCH and IMPUTE were used for the imputation process. Existing 
scores of quality measurement can only predict the accuracy of imputation only at SNP-level. 
Therefore, we developed new statistical measures (HELLINGER and SEN scores) to compare 
masked and imputed SNPs directly at genotype level.  
We have defined two new statistical scores namely SEN score and Hellinger score to compare 
the original and imputed genotypes. These two scores allowed us to perform a direct 
comparison between the original and imputed genotypes. We also used pre-defined software 
specific imputation quality statistics MaCH-Rsq and IMPUTE-info score to observe the 
quality of imputation process.  Both of the newly defined scores were highly correlated with 
the software specific score. However the result obtained from new scores were based on the 
direct comparison between original and imputed data set at genotype level.  
As expected, the result showed relatively the lower imputation quality in the data subsets 
having higher percentage of imputation quality. Furthermore, our research work supported the 
results published by by Southam etal[39] demonstrating that there is no significant gain in 
imputation accuracy if we go through the genotype quality control before performing 
imputation process.  The findings of Southam and others were based on the software 
IMPUTE. We have extended the research to both IMPUTE and MaCH.  Imputation quality 
clearly depends more in the number of typed SNPs used study dataset than the genotype 
quality. This trend was observed in all data subsets we considered for imputation purpose.   
HQ dataset which had the lowest number of SNPs and BQ which was made by enriching only 
very low quality SNPs, performed worst. Therefore considering strong quality filtering 
criteria can decrease the performance of imputation process. We found that data sets with the 
smallest numbers of SNPs included into the analysis have lower imputation quality. Hence, 
genotype imputation quality rather depends on the number of SNPs included than on the 
quality filtering. In consequence, the data set “ALL” (without any SNP filtering) is not always 
optimal but never significantly outperformed by the optimal data subset. Since post-
imputation quality control successfully eliminates a good proportion of inaccurately imputed 
SNPs[1], poorly imputed variants that might behave badly in association tests, can be filtered 
with post-imputation quality control to get the data set with good SNP quality. Summarizing 
our results, the primary factor of good imputation quality is the number of SNPs rather than 
their quality.  However, only highly stringent filtering or selecting particularly low quality 
variants resulted in a significant reduction of imputation quality. Thus, no or only moderate 
quality filtering is recommend prior to imputation. The filtering may include the strong 
outliers of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and SNPs with very low minor allele frequencies.   
In our research paper, we have also compared the two software IMPUTE and MaCH.  Our 
comparison revealed the better performance of MaCH except for a single scenario. This result 
is similar to Browing et. al[9]  who showed the better performance of MaCH for moderate 
dataset. Interestingly, our newly defined Hellinger and SEN score showed a clear trend of 
differences between the two software.  
There are some limitations of our study: First our results are based on moderate study dataset. 
However, Southam et al[39] who used a larger dataset, could not prove the benefit from the 
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3.1.3 Third Research Paper  
Impact of Genetic Similarity on Imputation Accuracy  
Nab Raj Roshyara and Markus Scholz 
BMC Genet. 2015; 16: 90  
Published: 22 July 2015  
DOI:  10.1186/s12863-015-0248-2 
Modern imputation algorithms require a densely genotyped data set as reference panel 
genotyped at all markers of interest. Moreover the reference panel provides a pattern of 
Linkage disequilibrium (LD) at missing or unobserved markers in the target data set. 
Imputation algorithm uses the LD pattern to predict the untyped or missing genotypes. To 
date, publicly available samples from HapMap[2,3] ,1000 Genome[4] and 1000 Genome 
phase3 projects  and reference panels that are built through collecting all possible  
samples[40,41] are mostly considered  as reference panel. These reference panels contain 
samples collected from diverse populations around the world and densely genotyped with 
high accuracy. Therefore powerful reference panels can be created by using different 
combination of samples of these projects. There are ongoing researches on how to select 
possibly the best reference panel to impute a particular study dataset. However, it is not still 
fully clear how to select a reference panel that can produce the best imputation accuracy in the 
study dataset.  In the first generation genetic studies[19–21] 
 almost all of the imputation algorithms used a densely genotyped data set that matches the 
best with the ancestry of the underlying target data.  Still there are many software which 
consider the ethnically and genetically matched references as the most optimal reference 
panels. Imputation frameworks such as MaCH, MaCH-minimac and Beagle, adopt this 
strategy.  However, it is often not clear how to determine the optimal reference panel for a 
particular target data set to be imputed. One of the classic method for visualizing the genetic 
difference between two populations is to perform principal component analysis(PCA) and 
create a PCA plot for example by using tools like SMARTPCA[45,59]. However there is still 
no any straightforward standard criteria (cutoff say c) to make a clear separation between 
reference panels that are more or less similar to the target data set than others. Research works 
related to imputation accuracy showed that imputation accuracy of a target data set is highly 
correlated with the genetic similarity between the target data set and the underlying reference 
panel[60]. Therefore calculation of genetic similarity between target population and reference 
data set is very essential for high-quality results. Maximizing the genetic similarity between 
study sample and intended reference panels may be the straight forward method for selecting 
the genetically best-matched reference. However, the impact of genetic similarity on 
imputation accuracy has not yet been studied in detail. The impact of imperfectly matched 
reference panels on imputation accuracy is also not clear yet.  Therefore we studied the 
impact of genetic similarity on imputation reference panel in our research work. 
In our research, we aimed to find a strategy for selecting reference panel which can produce 
the best imputation result of the target population. We investigated the influence of different 
reference panels on different target populations while imputing them with three software: 
MaCH, MaCH-minimac and IMPUTE2. For this, we considered 20 ethnically different study 
data subsets from a large Population Reference Sample (POPRES)[60]. POPRES dataset is 
derived from a project fostering large Population Reference Samples of different ethnic 
origins [60,61]. The original POPRES project contained nearly 5,000 individuals of African-
American, East Asian, South Asian, Mexican and European origin. Individuals included in the 
POPRES study are collected from different study groups all over the world. POPRES 
performed Genome-wide genotyping of these individuals on the Affymetrix (Mountain View, 
CA) GeneChip 500K Array Set with the published protocol for 96-well-plate format. The 
genotyped data were kindly granted to us for our research. Based on ethnic background and 
similarities in ancestries, we prepared different data subsets from the original POPRES 
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population and imputed each of them with four reference panel and three imputation software. 
20 different ethnic subsets were analysed:  namely 15 populations of Caucasian origin- two 
populations of South-Asian origin:  one east-Asian population: Japanese, one Mexican 
population: Mexican, and finally, a mixed-population of African-Americans(AfAm). Study 
populations which do not match very closely with available references such as HapMap CEU, 
JPT, CHB, YRI were supposed to indicate the impact of the selection of different reference 
panels on the target population. This might be applicable for the following populations: South 
Asian populations, and African-Americans.  
We first considered good-quality SNPs (SNPs with high quality) to mask them partially and 
fully and then the masked SNPs were imputed using each of the four different HapMap 
reference panels (CEU, CHB-JPT, MEX and YRI). We used two scores (Hellinger score and 
SEN score) [13] defined at genotype level to assess imputation quality at genotype level. We 
also considered two software specific scores: (MaCH-Rsq[5] and IMPUTE-info[1]) defined at 
SNP level. Since Hellinger score compares the imputed and true genotypes directly, it is 
considered as the primary measure of imputation quality in our research. With the help of 
Hellinger score, we analyzed the performance of software specific scores. Our analysis 
showed that software specific scores MaCH-Rsq and IMPUTE-info are strongly dependent on 
the underlying reference panel used in the imputation process. For a fixed value of software 
specific score Rsq, the corresponding average Hellinger score[13] of the imputation results 
obtained from using ethnically close reference panel was higher than  the corresponding 
average Hellinger score obtained from using ethnically less matched reference panel. We saw 
this type of behaviour very clear in AfAm population but the trend is also present in all other 
populations. This indicates that Rsq values can measure imputation accuracy reliably only if 
an ethnically matching reference is used.Therefore imputation quality shown by the software 
specific score must be interpreted with caution.  
 
In order to determine the genetic similarity between ethnic groups and reference populations, 
we computed F-statistics    , originally proposed by Wright[60,61] and G-statistics    , 
introduced by Nei and others[62–64]. We also computed other different modified estimators 
of      [65]. We analysed the impact of genetic similarity on imputation accuracy. Our 
analysis showed high correlation between the imputation accuracy and statistics related to 
population differentiation, such as    ,      between the reference and the target populations.  
The correlation was close to linear among the different European as well as the other 
population from the world.  Moreover,     showed slightly higher correlation with the 
imputation accuracy than    .  
 
In summary, we found that software specific scores at SNP level like MaCH-Rsq and 
IMPUTE-info must be interpreted with caution if reference panels do not match the target 
population very well. More precisely, the scores are over-optimistic in these cases regarding 
accuracy of imputation.  We found an almost linear relationship between the imputation 
quality and statistics for genetic similarity. Only AfAm with low imputation accuracy violated 
this behaviour even when using ethnically close reference panel YRI. Nei’s   was more 
linear than other statistics of genetic similarity showed strongest correlation with imputation 
accuracy. We observed satisfactory imputation results if     between reference panel and 
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3.1.4 Fourth Research Paper 
Comparing performance of modern genotype imputation methods in different 
ethnicities 
Nab Raj Roshyara, Katrin Horn, Holger Kirsten, Peter Ahnert and Markus Scholz 
Nature Publication, Scientific Reports volume 6,  
Article number: 34386  
Publishedonline: 05 September 2016  
DOI: 10.1038/srep34386 
The popularity of modern strategies such as imputation with pre-phasing, and imputation 
using admixed set of reference panel has grown up significantly in recent years. These 
strategies are implemented in a variety of software packages namely: MaCH-minimac, 
MaCH-Admix, and IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT. Results of imputation methods like MaCH and 
IMPUTE and BEAGLE have good quality but these methods are computationally expensive 
when it comes to deal with the large data.  New strategies with pre-phasing of the target 
dataset considerably decrease the computation time[48]. Pre-phasing can be done either 
through MaCH or SHAPEIT. Similarly, there are also efforts to increase the efficiency of the 
reference panel used for imputation process. Moreover reference panels strategies are being 
improved continuously both in number and density. To maximize the accuracy of imputation 
process, there are different approaches for building an appropriate reference panel from 
publicly available resources.  One of these approaches suggests creating a cosmopolitan 
admixed reference panel by selecting haplotypes from all of the available reference 
populations [38,66–68]. Other approaches are to construct reference panel through weighted 
combination strategy [41,69], and  through a selection based on identity-by-state(IBS) [7,67].  
 
We have studied the advantage of pre-phasing strategy over the imputation process without 
the pre-phasing the study datasets. For this, we compared MaCH, IMPUTE2 with the 
frameworks MaCH-minimac and IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT. There are already some 
comprehensive comparison of these modern software performed recently[38,39]. However 
these comparisons were based on the software specific SNP-wise quality scores which depend 
on the underlying reference panel used in the imputation process as shown in our previous 
publications. Therefore, a comparison based on software specific scores may be biased. In our 
research, we propose a direct comparison between the original true genotypes and the 
corresponding imputed genotypes by using (a) Hellinger and SEN score[13] and (b) by 
counting the imputed genotypes (in percentages) that match with the original true genotypes, 
and (c) by observing the distribution of posterior probability  of best-guess genotypes. 
Frameworks with pre-phasing strategy (MaCH-minimac and IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT), were also 
compared with each other. Since MaCH-minimac relies on a population-specific reference 
panel, this comparison showed us the relevance of considering references that are best-
matched with the ancestry of the target population.  If we impute our study sample using a 
reference panel from genetically the same or similar population to the study samples, the 
imputation results are better than the results that can be obtained from using a reference panel 
related to a population substantially different from the study samples[41]. Therefore we also 
calculated FSTs[59,72,73]  between the study samples and different reference panel groups, 
used for the imputation process in MaCH and MaCH-minimac to determine which reference 
panel is closely related with the study dataset.  
The selection of only those references whose ancestry matches most closely with the study 
sample may provide a suboptimal accuracy[38]. Based on this argumentation, IMPUTE2 
software providers [70] suggested a so called “custom selection” of reference panel produced 
by HapMap3[2] and the 1,000 Genomes Project[4] . With "custom selection", they mean to 
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use all possible type of individuals in the reference panel first and then let the software itself 
to choose appropriate individuals by using machine learning methods like Hidden Markov 
models and Markov chain Monte Carlo simulations.   Recently they have also suggested new 
reference panels which select  reference haplotypes from all possible populations around the 
world[35,56]. However the “custom selection” of the reference panel may fail to reflect the 
underlying ancestry proportions as well as the LD pattern of the study samples[7]. This may 
happen especially when we consider a whole genome-wide template of a particular reference 
haplotype. When imputing the entire genomic region of a study sample, it can happen that 
there is only a piecewise matching of identical by state (IBS) between the reference 
haplotypes and haplotype pair of the study sample.  This especially applies for admixed 
populations. Therefore piecewise  selection of IBS-matched references is implemented in 
software package MaCH-Admix[7].  This software breaks the target region into small pieces 
and finds the best IBS-matched reference haplotypes to impute the corresponding region of 
study dataset. The following table shows the overview of the imputation software adopting 
either the admixed reference panel or the strategy of using best matched reference panel.  
 
 




Use of admixed reference panel 
MaCH-minimac Yes No 
IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT Yes Yes 
Mach-Admix No Yes 
MaCH No No 
IMPUTE2 No Yes 
Table  ‎3.1.1: Imputation Frameworks analysed: Frameworks differ with respect to 
usage of pre-phasing or admixed versus specific reference panels. We aim at comparing 
the impact of these features on imputation accuracy. 
 
We studied the performance of using admixed reference panel by comparing the imputation 
results obtained from genetically best matched and from the admixed reference panel. There 
are lots of research papers to compare imputation results obtained from using with and 
without pre-phasing strategies. For this purpose, MaCH and IMPUTE2 were often compared 
with MaCH-minimac and IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT. However, there is no any intensive 
comparison between the two frameworks: MaCH-Admix and IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT both of 
which use admixed reference panel. We compared the performance of IMPUTE2[1,70] and 
MaCH-Admix[7] at different scenarios. Results of IMPUTE2 and MaCH-Admix  were also 
compared with the results of MaCH[5,71]. Quality of MaCH-imputation performed using the 
best-matched reference panel was considered as the standard strategy to compare its results 
with those of previously mentioned tools. For comparing the results of imputation obtained 
from using admixed-set of haplotypes as reference panel, different ethnic data subsets were 
imputed using three frameworks: namely IMPUTE2, IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT and MaCH-
Admix. By comparing these three imputation frameworks, we determined the best software 
among the frameworks exploiting admixed reference panels.  
To perform the previously mentioned comparisons, we again used the above mentioned 20 
different ethnic data subsets of chromosome 22 from the original POPRES project[74,75] .We 
also considered one additional East-German data set consisting 9602 SNPs in chromosome 22 
of 100 individuals to study the impact of small datasets on the results of our simulation study. 
For imputation with pre-phasing strategy, pre-formatted HapMap3 reference panels were 
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downloaded from the homepage of corresponding software providers and used for imputation. 
To avoid the impact of difference in reference panel, we used the same set of admixed 
reference panel by downloading from IMPUTE2 homepage and converting it also into the 
format accepted by MaCH-admix. Imputations with pre-phasing were performed with the 
frameworks: MaCH-minimac and IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT.The results were then compared with 
frameworks without pre-phasing strategy:  MaCH, IMPUTE2 and MaCH-Admix. Same like 
in our previous research paper, the imputation performance was studied also at different 
degree of missingness and at different pre-imputation filtering scenarios.  
 
Major results of our investigation showed that the population-specific references outperform 
admixed references if the genetic similarity between target and reference population is high. 
However, we should always keep in mind that the number of   haplotypes (persons) used in 
the reference panel also plays an important role in determining the imputation quality. Pre-
phasing always reduces imputation accuracy. Highly stringent pre-imputation quality filtering 
also reduced imputation accuracy in all scenarios considered in agreement with our previous 
findings. Our comparison showed the poorest performance of IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT among all 
scenarios.  However IMPUTE2 and MaCH-Admix showed the similar results. IMPUTE2 had 
an advantage compared to MaCH-Admix especially for larger percentages of missingness but 
the difference was insignificant in general. In contrast, SHAPEIT-IMPUTE2 always showed 
significantly inferior results. 
 
Our findings demonstrate the advantages of using population specific reference panel, 
however our study data sets were relatively small and moderate. Another limitation of our 
study is that we did not consider rare variants.   However there are some recent publications 
which recommended population reference panels also  for imputation of rare variants[76,77] . 
They however focused on only one software (IMPUTE2), and their study was performed by 
adding population specific reference panel into the admixed panel. Although their approach is 
different than ours, they showed the improvement of imputation quality through population 
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3.2 Discussion and Conclusion 
The present work considered several issues of genotype imputation of SNP data. To identify 
genetic variants causing genetic diseases is one of the main goals in human genetics. This can 
be done by analysing the relationship between the traits of interest and the genetic markers. A 
key question for this type of  analysis is how to detect the strongest signal of association 
between the genetic variants and complex human diseases[78]. To boost the signal, genotype 
imputation has been increasingly used. Genotype imputation technique has also played an 
essential role in meta-analysis. Therefore this technique has now become a very important 
step in genome-wide association (GWA) studies. Although a lot of research work has been 
performed in the area of genotype imputation, there are still some important aspects that need 
to be addressed to improve this technique. The main important goal of our research was how 
to handle the genotype data during the imputation process in an easier way and how to get the 
best imputation quality in an efficient way. In this thesis work, we presented a tool which we 
developed ourselves in order to handle efficiently the data format conversion process and 
creation of imputation pipelines.  We have also made some important recommendations for 
the improvement of genotype imputation quality in a variety of applications. Starting from 
bio-informatic work like data handling and summary statistics to the reference selection 
strategies, we focused our research in different areas of genotype imputation.  Firstly, we 
addressed different issues on efficient data management. We proposed a data format 
converting tool with which we can facilitate imputation work very efficiently. Because of the 
large data set involving millions of SNPs genotyped in thousands of individuals, format 
converting process for genotype dataset has been a burden for many researchers from the field 
other than Bioinformatics. Even for the Bio-informaticians, this process is very time 
consuming and prone to errors. Therefore development of a computational efficient and 
errorless format converting tool was necessary for the smooth implementation of the GWA 
analysis tools and for building analysis pipelines. To ease the burden of data management, we 
developed fcGENE[12], an open-source format converting tool for genotype SNP data. There 
are popular quality controlling tools such as PLINK[44] but study data are not always in the 
same format.  Different tools used in GWA analysis have their own specific format. So we 
developed fcGENE as a complementary tool of PLINK so that the data given in plink format 
can be converted into the format required by different imputation tools and vice-versa.  Since 
fcGENE is written in C++ object oriented programming language, it is very fast and can also 
handle the large dataset. To make fcGENE efficient, we tested many times to remove the 
possible errors. In GWA analysis, generally a series of steps of different quality control (QC) 
measures are performed before imputing genotype data. Moreover these QC-steps are applied 
at SNP and sample level. By using fcGENE[12],  we can apply a one-step solution for the 
quality measurement of SNPs and samples. A limitation of fcGENE may be that some 
changes may be adapted in fcGENE time to time for example if there are changes in the GWA 
or imputation tools for which fcGENE aims at producing the correct input data. Advantages 
of using fcGENE is that it has also additional commands to compute different summary 
statistics and population summary statistics like    ,     
   and     
   [14]. However there are 
not enough options provided in this tool to read large files given for example in the form of 
Variant Call Format (VCF). We plan to extend different options in this tool.  
There are only a few publicly available program that be used to convert the formats of SNP-
data. GTOOL and GenGen are such programs that support the format conversion. However 
these programs support only limited options. For example GTOOL supports data 
transformation related to the imputation software IMPUTE and GenGen supports imputation 
software MaCH. Moreover MaCH software developers provided some templates of Perl 
scripts, which can deal with data transformation of MaCH-imputed data. But these scripts can 
be used only with efficient computer programming knowledge. Aside from these tools, one 
may find some private R-scripts or Perl-scripts for selected software-specific format 
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conversion at different websites.  To our knowledge there is till now no software with 
comprehensiveness comparable to that of fcGENE. The software is well appreciated in the 
scientific community as expressed by high download rates.  
 
Next, we performed an investigation on the impact of  pre-imputation quality control on the 
imputation accuracy[13].  It has been suggested that a series of SNP-wise quality control steps 
are necessary before imputing a SNP-data[1,22,39,51]. These steps include removal of SNPs 
with excess of missingness, exclusion of SNPs with low minor allele frequency (MAF) and 
identification of SNPs showing a significant deviation from Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium. 
However if low quality SNPs are filtered, this will thin out the LD structure of study dataset. 
However LD structure plays very important role in imputing the dataset. Therefore, in our 
study we aimed to analyse the impact of filtering of low quality SNPs on the performance of 
imputation algorithms (such as MaCH and IMPUTE2 related frameworks).  We also focused 
on finding the quality criteria which are most informative regarding their performance. To test 
the  imputation quality, we selected a number of high-quality SNPs for which we have a high 
certainty of the genotype calls. These SNPs / genotypes were masked and imputed in different 
settings. Imputation results were then compared with the measured once. Although there are 
predefined statistical scores (MaCH-Rsq and IMPUTE-info) that can measure the imputation 
quality, we defined new statistical quality scores[13].  The reason to use the newly defined 
score is that the existing quality scores are software specific and depends only the summary 
statistics of each SNPs.  Our newly defined statistical quality scores: namely Hellinger and 
SEN score allow a direct comparison between the true and imputed genotypes rather than 
indirect assessments of imputation quality as usually adopted by imputation software MaCH 
and IMPUTE. Although the existing and newly defined scores were highly correlated with 
each other, Hellinger and SEN scores showed a clear trend while comparing the original and 
imputed genotypes. For the easy understanding, we showed the results based on both the 
newly defined score and the software specific scores. Our results concluded that pre-
imputation filtering of SNPs can be detrimental to imputation quality. Therefore genotype 
imputation before performing the usual quality control steps is the best strategy to obtain 
optimal imputation results. However, a possible practical disadvantage of this approach may 
be the post-imputation quality filtering results in different SNP sets of studies in a meta-
analysis context. 
Our findings are based on only the imputation of common variants. However, it may differ for 
imputation of rare variants and for the usages of new reference panel like 1000 Genomes. Our 
result supported the findings of previous research[55]. However their findings were based 
only on IMPUTE. We extended the investigation also to another popular software MaCH. 
Moreover our comparison is based on the direct comparison between true and imputed 
genotypes. Our comparison is however limited to HapMap based reference panel[79]. A 
further investigation is necessary to determine whether our findings are true also for the 
reference panel obtained from next generation sequencing. One more limitation of our study 
is that we used relatively small data sets. Therefore our results may hold only for small and 
moderate data sets. Moreover, we considered only SNP array data rather than genotypes 
derived by sequencing techniques.  
 
Our third study[14] dealt with the question how to determine the  population specific 
reference panels best matched with a given target  population.  Basically there are two 
strategies for selecting reference panel to impute a dataset: (a) population specific best 
matched reference panel and (b) a cosmopolitan reference panel obtained by combining all 
possible reference panels together. The imputation tools and algorithms have also been 
developed accordingly. If we follow the best-matched reference policy, only those ethnic 
panels which are best matched genetically with the study sample population are selected as 
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the reference panel for imputation of the missing and un-typed genotypes. Our research 
showed the effectiveness of  reference panel that is best matched with the study dataset [15]. 
Even if we use the admixed reference panel strategy, latest research works[76,77] show the 
advantages in imputation quality when we add population specific reference haplotypes to the 
admixed reference panel. Therefore while performing the imputation process; we mostly have 
to deal with how to determine the genetic similarity of a particular reference panel to the 
study sample.  For this purpose, one can either examine the PCA plot of the reference and 
study data together, or we can also calculate summary statistics of population differentiation, 
like different     related measures. However, there was no exact method or cut-offs 
suggested for selecting population specific best-matched reference panel. Therefore we 
investigated the optimality of reference panels on different study populations. By optimality, 
we mean the reference panel that offers the optimal imputation result when we use the 
imputation software like MaCH and MaCH-minimac that accepts the genetically best matched 
reference panel. For the investigation, we first computed different     like measures 
between the reference and study dataset and then we compared the     like measures with 
imputation accuracy.  Previous research suggested the use of     to  select reference panel for 
a particular study population[69]. However this study was based only on the African 
population and no cutoffs were suggested to determine the optimal reference panel.  The 
advantage of our study is that we considered 4 different reference panels and 20 different 
ethnic study data subsets from POPRES population[74,75]  to examine the relation between 
imputation accuracy and different     like measures. On the other hand, our data sets were 
relatively small according to the limitations of the POPRES collection. Again here we 
concentrated only on the imputation of common variants. Another limitation of our study was 
that the reference panel were taken only from HapMap project[2,3]. The calculation of 
imputation accuracy score was again based on our newly defined statistical score.  Our result 
showed that using a reference panel from the population same or similar to that study dataset, 
is better than the results obtained from using other reference panels. Furthermore we 
confirmed the central role of genetic similarity between target and reference populations in 
predicting imputation accuracy in the target population. Till now, mostly only Reich’s     
denoted by    
   was used in determining the genetic closeness between two populations. 
However We calculated other different summary statistics related to     measures especially 
Nei’s     denoted by     , and Weir and Cockerham’s     denoted by    
   and and modified 
version of Weir and Cockerham’s    denoted by     
   .  Calculation of    ,     
  ,     
  and 
and   
    is implemented in in our newly developed software fcGENE[12]. Our research 
showed that     and    -related measures are good predictors of imputation accuracy. Till 
now in genetic analysis, mostly    -related measures are used to compute the genetic 
similarity between two populations.  However, our research showed that      is best 
correlated with the imputation accuracy. Hence we considered      as the best predictor of 
optimal reference panel for imputation process.  Moreover     showed that an optimal 
reference panel should be genetically close the study dataset i.e.           . Very good 
imputation results can be obtained if the value of      between target and reference 
population lies in between 0 and 0.02 (          )[14].  As mentioned before, best 
matched reference panel can however only be used in the software frameworks MaCH or 
MaCH-minimac.   
 
In the last paper[15], we extended the  previously mentioned research work to determine 
whether the usage of admixed reference panel is better than the usage of population specific 
best-matched reference panel. Also we studied different circumstances related to admixed 
reference panel. To perform this study, we made different comparisons among the software 
frameworks: MaCH, MaCH-minimac, IMPUTE2, IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT. For this purpose, we 
again used imputed 20 different ethnic data subsets from POPRES population.  All data 
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subsets included same number individuals and SNPs. The data sets were imputed the study 
datasets with the population specific best matched reference panel using software 
frameworks: MaCH and MaCH-minimac, as well as with the admixed reference panel when 
using software like MaCH-Admix, IMPUTE2 and IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT.  Firstly we 
compared the strategy of using “best-matched reference panel” the strategy where admixed-
reference panel is used. For this, Software MaCH and MaCH-minimac were compared with 
IMPUTE2 and IMPUTE2-SHEPEIT respectively. In order to compare these different 
imputation frameworks we used both software specific scores and our newly defined 
Hellinger and SEN scores.  Since software specific scores MaCH-Rsq and IMPUTE-info 
scores were defined differently, they did not allow us to make a direct comparison of the 
software. In contrast to these two scores, Hellinger and SEN scores were here very helpful to 
determine the same type of quality measure in all type of imputation frameworks. Our results 
showed that use of admixed reference panel is not always the best strategy for imputation. 
Although many research works[38,8,56,35] suggest the use of admixed reference panel, our 
search  clearly showed the effectiveness of using population specific reference panel if we can 
have a reference panel that is the  best matched with the study dataset.  For those target data 
sets whose genetic distance from the available reference panel is small (Nei’s         ), 
imputation frameworks (e.g. MaCH) using the best-matched reference panel have the best 
performance. IMPUTE2 using admixed reference panel is also comparable and has the best 
performance for the admixed type of target dataset, and for the target data set whose genetic 
distance from the available reference panel is relatively large (Nei’s         ). Our results 
are in line with the research work published recently. These recent works[31,76,77]  worked 
with the inclusion of population specific reference panel and showed that the more  
genetically close reference panels we use, the better result we get. This implies also in the 
case of admixed reference panel. The imputation quality obtained from admixed reference 
panel also depends on the number of genetically close references included in the admixed 
reference panel.  
 
We also performed a comparison between the imputation frameworks that use the pre-phasing 
strategy. A comparison between the pre-phasing frameworks MaCH-minimac and IMPUTE2-
SHAPEIT showed that MaCH-minimac performed better than IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT in almost 
all cases. IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT was better only for those populations where genetically close 
reference panel was not found to impute it with MaCH-minimac. For example, when 
analyzing the results obtained from African American population, we found that IMPUTE2-
SHAPEIT showed better result than the when imputing it with MaCH-minimac using 
Africans as reference panel.  Since Nei’s     between the African American study population 
and the used reference panel was relatively large, imputation frame using admixed reference 
panel IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT worked better.  
 
Finally in our last paper, we also compared only the imputation frameworks that use admixed 
reference panel: IMPUTE2, MaCH-admix and IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT, IMPUTE2. MaCH-
admix showed the best performance where as IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT shows the lowest 
performance. A comparison between the frameworks that adopt pre-phasing strategy shows 
that MaCH-minimac is better than IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT in almost all cases. In our research 
we also performed an investigation on the impact of pre-imputation filtering on the modern 
imputation framework. Our result showed that SNP-quality filtering prior to imputation may 
be even detrimental if strict quality filtering criteria are adopted. This confirms our results 
from study. As mentioned in previous research papers, this study has also limitation. For 
example the used study data was relatively small. That is why our conclusions can be 
conformed only for the small and moderate datasets. Also we only concentrated on imputation 
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of common variants. However, the later studies showed the effectiveness of population 
specific reference panel also in the case of rare variants[76,77]. 
 
In summary, our research was focused on the technical and practical aspect of imputation 
process to develop optimal genotype imputation strategies for the analysis of large-scale 
genetic association studies. We contributed to the understanding of the performance of 
imputation algorithms and to their practical application. Our format converting tool fcGENE 
has been downloaded by many research groups worldwide. This tool is very helpful for GWA 
studies. This tool can also be used for determining summary statistics and statistics of genetic 
similarity such as    ,    ,    
  and    
   . In our research papers, we have contributed in 
finding out how to access high imputation quality.  We showed that pre imputation filtering 
may be detrimental to imputation quality if we take high SNP-quality filtering criteria. 
Furthermore we computed pair wise   -like measures (   ,    
  and    
  ) between different 
study datasets and the reference panel and compared them the imputation accuracy. Our 
research showed that      is the best statistics to determine whether a particular reference 
panel can be used to impute a particular dataset. However     is highly correlated with other 
measures.  The very interesting fact in our research is the cut-offs we proposed for selection 
of an optimal reference panel.  We answered the question whether to use admixed reference 
panel or the best-matched reference panel to impute a particular dataset. We also answered the 
question when to use these admixed reference panels. Moreover we compared which of the 
imputation frameworks accepting admixed reference panel, is best to use. Our result showed 
that IMPTUE2 and MaCH-admix showed the best results and IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT 
framework which is currently the first choice for researchers shoed least performance. We 
have also shown that pre-imputation filtering can be detrimental also in the modern 
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4 Published Articles 
4.1 First Research Paper 
fcGENE: A Versatile Tool for Processing and Transforming SNP Datasets 
Nab Raj Roshyara and Markus Scholz 
PLoS ONE 9(7): e97589 
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4.1.1 Supplementary Information  
fcGENE: A Versatile Tool for Processing and Transforming SNP Datasets 
Nab Raj Roshyara and Markus Scholz 
PLoS ONE 9(7): e97589 




In this document, we present a number of additional commands supported by fcGENE, and 
explain their use in more detail. We also provide additional examples of fcGENE workflows.   
Commands summary  
Here, we provide an overview of implemented command options of fcGENE. 
Type of file format Command options to load data into fcGENE 
PLINK --ped example.ped  --map example.map or  --file example 
PLINK-Binary --bed example.bed  --bim example.bim --fam example.fam 










-- dosage example.dosage --fam example.fam --map 
example.map 
PLINK-raw  (recodeAD 
type ) 
--recodeADexample.raw –map example.map  --snpinfo 
example_snpinfo.txt 
PLINK-raw (recodeA type ) --recodeA example.raw, --map example.map --snpinfo 
example_snpinfo.txt 
MaCH --ped example.ped  -- dat example.dat  or --mfile  example 
mach references --mach-hap mach_ref.hap --mach-snp mach_ref.snp 
--force pheno=unaff,sex=m (optional ) 
mach imputation output --mach-geno example.geno --mach-info example.info 
mach imputation output --mach-mlgeno example.mlgeno --mach-mlinfo 
example.mlinfo 
mach imputation output --mach-mlprob example.mlprob --mach-mlinfo 
example.mlinfo 
minimac imputation output --minimac-mlprob example.mlprob --minimac-mlinfo 
example.mlinfo 
IMPUTE --gens example.gens 
impute references --impute-hap impute_ref.hap --impute-legend 
impute_ref.legend 
--force pheno=unaff,sex=m  (optional) 
impute imputation output --gens example.impute2 --info example.impute2_info 
BEAGLE --bgl example.bgl 
beagle references --bgl beagle_ref.bgl 
--force pheno=unaff,sex=m (optional) 
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beagle imputation output --bgl example.bgl.phased --bgl-rsq example.bgl.r2 (optional) 
beagle imputation output --bgl-gprobs example.bgl.gropbs --bgl-rsq example.bgl.r2 
(optional) 
BIMBAM --wbg example.geno.txt 
bimbam imputation output --wbg example.best.guess.genotype.txt 
--pos example.snpdata.txt 
bimbam imputation output --wgd example. genotype.probability.distribution.txt 
--pos example.snpinfo.txt 
Table 1: Commands to read SNP data of different formats. Table 1 summarizes command 
options necessary to upload genotype data of different formats into fcGENE.  In the table, we 
used the name “example” as file name combined with different extensions specific for 
different data formats.  
Example: To upload BEAGLE output, one can use the command: 
./fcgene --bgl-gprobs example.bgl.gropbs 
After loading a dataset into fcGENE, it can be converted into the format of any of the 
programmes mentioned in table 2. Data conversions are usually performed by combining an 
option of table 1 with an option of table 2.   
Type of program-files to be created Command option 
PLINK (*.ped ,*.dat) --oformat plink  
PLINK (dose file: *.dat and *.fam , *.map),  --oformat  plink-dosage   
PLINK (raw(recodeA type) file: *.raw and *.map),  --oformat  plink-recodeA 
PLINK-raw expected dose file: *.raw and *.map),  --oformat  recodeA-dose 
PLINK (raw(recodeAD type) file: *.raw and *.map),  --oformat  plink-recodeAD 
MaCH (*.ped , *.dat) --oformat mach  
minimac (*.snps, *.ped) --oformat minimac 
IMPUTE (*.gens, *.strand) --oformat impute 
BEAGLE (*.bgl) --oformat beagle 
BIMBAM (*.geno.txt, *.pos.txt) --oformat bimbam  
PHASE/fastPHASE --oforamt phase /--oformat fastphase 
SNPTEST   (*.gens ,  *.sample ) --oformat snptest 
EIGENSOFT  --oformat eigensoft 
HAPLOVIEW --oformat haploview 
 R compatible files: *.geno.txt, *.affs.txt  --oformat R or --oformat r 
Standard text file with expected doses of minor allele  --oformat r-dose or -- oformat R-dose  
GenABEL --oformat genable  
VCF formatted files --oformat vcf 
Pedigree information (pedinfo.txt)  --write-pedinfo 
SNP information (snpinfo.txt) --write-snpinfo 
A list of individuals (pedlist.txt) --write-pedlist  
A list of SNP/rsid (snplist.txt) --write-snplist 
writing a file with p-values of exact HWE test --hardy 
Calculation of  SNP-wise and/or sample-wise callrate --crate  
Calculation of allele frequencies --freq 
Table 2: Commands to generate file formats required for different GWA analysis tools 
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Example: If genotype SNP data are given in MaCH-imputed mlprob format, we can use the 
following command to prepare inputs of PLINK. 
./fcgene --mach-mlprob example.mlprob --mach-mlinfo example.mlinfo - -oformat plink 
In Table 3, we summarized different optional commands related to quality control and data 
manipulation. Users can adjust for example different threshold values for different quality 
measures such as imputation quality, minor allele frequency (MAF), p-value of Hardy-
Weinberg equilibrium (HWE), call rate etc. and apply these filters to their data.  The 
sequential order of options is unimportant throughout.  The following command can be used 
to filter MERLIN (MaCH-input) formatted data regarding different quality issues:  
  ./fcgene --ped example.ped  --dat example.map --filter-snp hwe=1e-2, maf=0.1, 
crate=0.95 --filter-indiv crate=0.95 --oformat mach --out mach/example_qcd_data 
Optional 
commands 





This command excludes SNPs that have smaller values of minor allele 
frequency, call rate, or p-value of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium than the 
prescribed by the cutoff values defined by the commands maf=, crate= and 
hwe= respectively. Filters can be combined arbitrarily.  
--filter-indiv 
crate=0.95 
Filters individuals with call rate lower than given cut-off value.  
--pedinfo By this command, one can provide an extra file containing pedigree 
information of individuals.    
--snpinfo This option is used to provide an extra file containing SNP annotations (e.g. 
rsid, base pair position).   
--rsq 0.3 This command can be used with MaCH- and MINIMAC-imputed data 
excluding SNPs with imputation quality (Rsq value) lower than given cutoff. 
Rsq is an estimation of the squared correlation between imputed and true 
genotypes 
 
--thresh While finding the best guess genotype for each individual at every SNP, one 
can use the threshold option --thresh maxProb to guarantee that the best guess 
genotype has a probability equal or greater than maxProb. If the maximum 
probability of predicted genotypes is less than maxProb, then the genotype is 
set to missing. This option improves the confidence of best guess genotypes. 
 
--rsq-thresh This option is used to filter poorly imputed SNPs on the basis of squared 
correlation 
2R used by BEAGLE as a measure imputation quality. 
 
--info-thresh This option is used for post-imputation filtering of IMPUTE-imputed data on 
the basis of the info score 
 
--force  This option forces fcGENE to assign different phenotype information and 
SNP information to specified values or strings. e.g. --force option can assign 
to dummy sex status  i.e. all  individuals either to male or female    
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Table 3: Optional commands used in fcGENE: These options comprise specification and 
application of quality cut-offs as well as provision of supplementary data. A description of 
each of the commands is given in the second column. 
File formats used by different GWA-tools: 
Genotype file formats used by different GWA tools are described in the following.  We also 
describe how to load and create these formats with fcGENE.  
PLINK -format files:  example.ped and example.dat   
 example.ped: 
fam_1 ind_1 0 0 1 1 T T T T G G 
fam_2 ind_2 0 0 1 1 G G C T G A 
fam_3 ind_3 0 0 1 2 T G T T A G 
fam_4 ind_4 0 0 2 2 G G C C 0 0 
 example.map  
  22 snp1 0.02 16212142 
  22 snp2 0.13 20278224 
 22 snp3 0.13 20304703 
 fcGENE commands:  
o To read files:   
./fcgene --ped example.ped  --map example.map 
o To create this format: 
       --oformat plink 
PLINK -formatted dosage file: example.dosage, example.fam , example.map 
 example.dosage 
SNP A1 A2 fam_1 ind_1 fam_2 ind_2 fam_3 ind_3 fam_4 ind_4 
snp1 T G 0 1 0.05 0 0.02 0.97 0 0.03 
snp2 C T 0.88 0.03 1 0 1 0 1 0 
snp3 G A 0.78 0.2 1 0 0.91 0 1 0 
 example.fam   
Fam_1 ind_1 0 0 1 1 
Fam_2 ind_2 0 0 1 1 
Fam_3 ind_3 0 0 1 2 
Fam_4 ind_4 0 0 2 2 
   fcGENE commands: 
o To read files:  
./fcgene --dosage example.dose  --fam example.fam\ 
  –map example.map (optional)   
o To create this format:   
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PLINK -formatted raw file  (created with --recodeA in plink): example.raw, 
example_snpinfo.txt 
  example.raw :  
FID IID PAT MA
T 
SEX PHENOTYPE snp1_T snp2_C snp3_A 
fam_1 ind_1 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 
fam_2 ind_2 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 
fam_3 ind_3 0 0 1 2 1 0 1 
fam_4 ind_4 0 0 2 2 0 2 NA 
 
 example.map: see plink-formatted map file above.  
 example_snpinfo.txt : 
nchr snpid rsid bp cm_pos allele1 allele2 
22 snp1 snp1 16212142 0.02 T G 
22 snp2 snp2 20278224 0.13 T C 
22 snp3 snp3 20304703 0.13 G A 
 
Remark: “example_snpinfo.txt” file can be loaded by fcGENE with option “--snpinfo”.  
Since plink-formatted raw file has no allele information, it is necessary to provide at least the 
allele information. Therefore, “example_snpinfo.txt “ must contain  at least rsid, allele1 and 
allele2.  
 fcGENE commands:   
o To read files:  
./fcgene --recodeA example.raw --map example.map\  
--snpinfo example_snpinfo.txt\ 
 --pedinfo example_pedinfo            (optional)   
o To create this format:   
--oformat plink-recodeA 
PLINK-formatted raw dose file: example.raw 
This type of file format has the same form as previously mentioned PLINK raw files but 
provides expected allele doses of reference allele instead of genotypes resulting in numbers 
between 0 and 2. By default, minor-allele is taken as reference allele. One can force fcGENE 
to change the reference allele with command option “--force ref-allele=”. Possible options for 
forcing reference allele are “--force ref-allele=minor-allele” (this is default), “--force ref-
allele=major-allele”, “--force ref-allele=allele1” and “--force ref-allele=allele2”. 
   
 example.raw :  
FID IID PAT MA
T 
SEX PHENOTYPE snp1_T snp2_C snp3_A 
fam_1 ind_1 0 0 1 1 1.89 0.19 0.18 
fam_2 ind_2 0 0 1 1 0.15 1.3 0.96 
fam_3 ind_3 0 0 1 2 1.23 0.04 1.11 
fam_4 ind_4 0 0 2 2 0.35 1.95 NA 
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 fcGENE commands:   
o To create this format  
--oformat recodeA-dose 
 
PLINK -formatted raw file  (created with --recodeAD in plink ): example.raw  
 example.raw:  
FID IID PAT MAT SEX PHENOTYPE snp1_T snp1_HET snp2_C snp2_HET 
fam_1 ind_1 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 
fam_2 ind_2 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 
fam_3 ind_3 0 0 1 2 1 1 0 0 
fam_4 ind_4 0 0 2 2 0 0 NA NA 
 example.map:  see   plink formatted map file above.  
 example_snpinfo.txt : Given previously.  
 fcGENE command:  
./fcgene --recodeAD example.raw --map example.map --snpinfo 
example_snpinfo.txt\ 
--pedinfo example_pedinfo     (optional)    
PLINK -formatted covariate file:  example.cov.txt  
  example.cov.txt 
FID IID pheno1 pheno2 covar_A covar_B 
fam_1 ind_1 0 0 0 0.61 
fam_2 ind_2 0 0 0 0.44 
fam_3 ind_3 0 0 0 0.39 
fam_4 ind_4 1 0 0 0.29 
 fcGENE command: fcGENE can read this file and convert it into SNPTEST 
format using the following options:  
--covar example_plink_covariate.txt\ 
--covar-name pheno1,pheno2,covar_A,covar_B\ 
--covar-type P,B,D,C  
Here, command option --covar reads plink-formatted covariate file. Similarly, using 
command option --covar-name, one can determine the name of covariates. Command option -
-covar-type helps to determine the type of covariates. The letter P stands for binary 
phenotypes taking values of 0 and 1 respectively, B stands for Binary, D and C represent 
discrete and continues variables. 
Remarks: More information on plink-formatted data can be found at  
http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/~purcell/plink/dataman.shtml 
MaCH (Merlin) format  files: example.ped and example.dat  
 example.ped  
fam_1 ind_1 0 0 m T T T T G G 
fam_2 ind_2 0 0 m G G C T G A 
fam_3 ind_3 0 0 m T G T T A G 
fam_4 ind_4 0 0 f G G C C 0 0 
or  
fam_1 ind_1 0 0 m T/T T/T G/G 
fam_2 ind_2 0 0 m G/G C/T G/A 
fam_3 ind_3 0 0 m T/G T/T A/G 
fam_4 ind_4 0 0 f G/G C/C 0/0 
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 fcGENE commands:  
o To read files:  
 ./fcgene --ped example.ped  --dat example.map  
o To create files:   
--oformat mach  
 





 mach_ref.hap   
fam_1->ind_1 HAPLO1 T T G 
fam_1->ind_1 HAPLO2 G T G 
fam_2->ind_2 HAPLO1 G T A 
fam_2->ind_2 HAPLO2 G C G 
fam_3->ind_3 HAPLO1 T T G 
fam_3->ind_3 HAPLO2 G T A 
fam_4->ind_4 HAPLO1 T C A 
fam_4->ind_4 HAPLO2 T T G 
 fcGENE commands:  
o To read files:  
./fcgene --mach-hap mach_ref.hap --mach-snp mach_ref.snp\ 
 --force pheno=unaff,sex=m      (optional) 
o  To create files: not applicable  
 
MaCH imputation outputs:  
 example.geno and example.info files: 
o example.geno 
fam_1->ind_1 GENO T/T T/T G/G 
fam_2->ind_2 GENO G/G T/C G/A 
fam_3->ind_3 GENO T/G T/T G/A 
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o example.info 
SNP Al1 Al2 Freq1 MAF Quality Rsq 
snp1 T G 0.375 0.375 1 1 
snp2 T C 0.625 0.375 1 1 
snp3 G A 0.6825 0.3175 0.89 0.6022 
  
o fcGENE commands:  
 To read files:  
./fcgene --geno example.geno  -- info example.info 
  To create files: not applicable   
 
 example.mlgeno and example.mlinfo files:  
o example.mlgeno 
fam_1->ind_1 ML_GENO G/G C/C G/G 
fam_2->ind_2 ML_GENO T/T T/C G/A 
fam_3->ind_3 ML_GENO T/G C/C G/A 
fam_4->ind_4 ML_GENO T/T T/T G/G 
o  example.mlinfo 
 
o fcGENE commands:  
 To read files:  
./fcgene --mach-mlgeno example.geno  --mach-mlinfo example.info 
--rsq 0.3  (optional) --maf-thresh 0.1 (optional) 
 To create files with fcGENE: not applicable 
 
 example.mlprob and example.mlinfo files:  
o example.mlprob   
 
o Example.mlinfo  (see above) 
o fcGENE commands: 
 To read files:    
    ./fcgene –mach-mlprob example.geno  -- mach-mlinfo example.info\ 
--rsq 0.3 (optional) --maf-thresh 0.1 (optional) 
--pedinfo example_pedinfo.txt --snpinfo example_snpinfo.txt (optional) 
 To create files: not applicable  
SNP Al1 Al2 Freq1 MAF Quality Rsq 
snp1 T G 0.4901 0.4901 0.7088 0.6784 
snp2 T C 0.4596 0.4596 0.8106 0.7682 
snp3 G A 0.6686 0.3314 0.6021 0.0853 
       
fam_1->ind_1 ML_PROB 0.006 0.14 0.081 0.407 0.365 0.478 
fam_2->ind_2 ML_PROB 0.301 0.516 0.393 0.535 0.395 0.5 
fam_3->ind_3 ML_PROB 0.05 0.364 0.065 0.397 0.271 0.544 
fam_4->ind_4 ML_PROB 0.383 0.472 0.886 0.11 0.519 0.403 
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MINIMAC format :  
 example.ped (see mach-formatted ped file ) 
 example.snps (see mach-formatted ref.snps file ) 
 fcGENE commands:  
o To read files :  ./fcgene --ped example.ped  -- snps example.snps 
o To create files:  --oformat minimac  
MINIMAC imputation outputs: see mach imputation outputs  
IMPUTE (CHIAMO) format files:  
  example.gens  
snp1 Snp1 16212142.00 T G 0.01 0.14 0.85 0.30 0.52 0.18 0.05 0.36 0.59 0.38 0.47 0.15 
snp2 Snp2 20278224.00 T C 0.08 0.41 0.51 0.39 0.54 0.07 0.07 0.40 0.54 0.89 0.11 0.00 
snp3 Snp3 20304703.00 G A 0.37 0.48 0.16 0.40 0.50 0.11 0.27 0.54 0.19 0.52 0.40 0.08 
 




 fcGENE commands: 
o To read files:  
--gens example.gens --strand example.strand\  
--thresh maxProb --pedinfo example_pedinfo.txt (optional) 
o To create files: --oformat impute 
IMPUTE reference files:  
 Impute_ref.hap  
0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
This file contains 3 SNPs and four individuals. Each row represents a SNP. Each 
two columns represent an individual.  
 Impute_genetic_map.txt  
position CEU_rate(cM/Mb) Genetic_Map(cM) 
14431347 12.83039317 0 
14432618 12.87908888 0.01630743 
14433624 12.87908888 0.029263793 
14433659 12.87568372 0.029714561 
14433758 12.85861428 0.030989254 
14434713 12.60322816 0.043269231 
14435070 5.89938528 0.047768583 
14439734 1.375554222 0.0752833160 
 Impute_ref.legend  
rsID position a0 a1 
rs7288834 16212142 G T 
rs16978746 20278224 T C 
rs5754387 20304703 G A 
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 fcGENE commands: 
o To read impute references with fcGENE: 
./fcgene  --impute-hap impute_ref.hap --impute-legend impute_ref.legend\ 
 --force pheno=unaff,sex=m  (optional)  
o To create files: not applicable  
IMPUTE outputs: 
 example_impute2: 
snp1 snp1 16212142.00 T G 0.06 0.35 0.59 0.01 0.13 0.85 0.06 0.35 0.59 0.04 0.31 0.66 
snp2 snp2 20278224.00 T C 0.25 0.50 0.25 0.03 0.55 0.41 0.07 0.77 0.16 0.16 0.45 0.39 
snp3 snp3 20304703.00 G A 0.15 0.46 0.39 0.38 0.58 0.04 0.10 0.29 0.61 0.72 0.23 0.06 
 
 example_info  
snp_id rs_id position exp_freq_a1 info certainty type Concord_type2 r2_type2 
snp1 snp1 16212142 0.815 -0.01 0.673 3 -1 -1 
snp2 snp2 20278224 0.588 0.214 0.567 3 -1 -1 
snp3 snp3 20304703 0.469 0.211 0.592 3 -1 -1 
  
 fcGENE commands: 
o To read files:   
./fcgene --gens example.impute2 --info example.impute2_info\  
 --thresh 0.9 (optional) --info-thresh 0.3\ (optional) 
 --maf-thresh 0.1\ (optional) 
 -- pedinfo example_pedinfo.txt (optional) 
o To create files: not applicable  
 BEAGLE input files:  
   example.bgl  
I id ind_1 ind_1 ind_2 ind_2 ind_3 ind_3 Ind_4 ind_4 
A phenotype 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 
M snp1 G G T G G G T G 
M snp2 C C T C C C T T 
M snp3 G A G A G A G G 
  
 fcGENE commands:  
o To read files:  ./fcgene –bgl example.bgl  
o To create files:  --oformat beagle  
BEAGLE references file:  
 beagle_ref.bgl : see example_beagle.bgl file 
 fcGENE commands:  
o To read data:   
./fcgene --bgl beagle_ref.bgl\   
--force pheno=unaff,sex=m (optional) 
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BEAGLE-imputation output files 
 example.gprobs:  
marker alleleA alleleB ind_1 ind_1 ind_1 ind_2 ind_2 Ind_2 ind_3 ind_3 Ind_3 ind_4 ind_4 ind_4 
Snp1 G T 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
Snp2 C T 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 







 fcGENE commands:  
o To read files: 
  ./fcgene --bgl-gprobs example.bgl.gprobs\  
 --bgl-rsq example.bgl.r2  --rsq-thresh 0.3\ (optional) 
 --pedinfo example_pedinfo.txt --snpinfo example_snpinfo.txt (optional) 
o To create files: not applicable  
BIMBAM input files:  
 example.geno   
4     
3     
IND, ind_1, ind_2, ind_3, ind_4 
snp1, TG, GG, TG, GG 
snp2, TT, CT, TT, CC 











 fcGENE commands:  
o To read files:  ./fcgene -- example.geno.txt  --pos example.pos.txt  
o To create files:  --oformat bimbam  
BIMBAM imputation  output-files:  
 example. mean.genotype.txt   
snp1 T G 2 0 1 0 
snp2 C T 0 1 0 2 
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 example.genotype.distribution.txt  
snp1 T G 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 
snp2 C T 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
snp3 A G 1 0 0 1 0 1 0.627 0.075 
   











 fcGENE command:  
o To read files:   
./fcgene --wbg example.best.guess.genotype.txt  --pos example.snpdata.txt 
--maf-thresh 0.1 (optional) 
./fcgene --wgd example.genotype.distribution.txt --pos example.snpdata.txt\ 
--maf-thresh 0.1 (optional) 
o To create files: not applicable  
Haploview linkage format  
 Example.ped 
fam_1 ind_1 0 0 1 1 T T T T G G 
fam_2 ind_2 0 0 1 1 G G C T G A 
fam_3 ind_3 0 0 1 2 T G T T A G 







 fcGENE commands:  
o To read files: not applicable  
o To create files: --oformat haploview  
Eigensoft input format  
  example.ped 
fam_1 ind_1 0 0 1 1 T T T T G G 
fam_2 ind_2 0 0 1 1 G G C T G A 
fam_3 ind_3 0 0 1 2 T G T T A G 
fam_4 ind_4 0 0 2 2 G G C C 0 0 
   
Snp1 GT GG GT GG 
Snp2 TT TC TT CC 
Snp3 GG GA GA GG 
      ## af is the allele freq for A 
Rs A B af chr Pos 
snp1 T G 0.25 22 16212142 
snp2 C T 0 22 20278224 
snp3 A G 0 22 20304703 
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  Example.pedind  
Fam_1 ind_1 0 0 1 1 
Fam_2 ind_2 0 0 1 1 
Fam_3 ind_3 0 0 1 2 
Fam_4 ind_4 0 0 2 2 
  Example.pedsnp  
22 snp1 0.02 16212142 T G 
22 snp2 0.13 20278224 C T 
22 snp3 0.13 20304703 A G 
      
 fcGENE commands:  
o To read files: not applicable  
o To create files with fcGENE: --oformat eigensoft 
SNPTEST format  
 example.gen : see impute-formatted example.gens  
 example.strand : see impute-formatted example.strand.txt  
 example.sample : 
 







 fcGENE commands:  
o To read files: not applicable  
o To create files with fcGENE:  
--oformat snptest--covar example/plink_cov.txtn\ 
--covar-name pheno1,pheno2,covar_A,covar_B\ 
--covar-type P,B,D,C  
Standard text files saved as minor allele coding (012): 
 Example_genotype.txt  
SMAPLE_ID snp1 Snp2 snp3 
ind_1 2 0 0 
ind_2 0 1 1 
ind_3 1 0 1 
ind_4 0 2 NA 








ID_1 ID_2 missing sex status 
0 0 0 B B 
fam_1 ind_1 0 1 0 
fam_2 ind_2 0 1 0 
fam_3 ind_3 0 1 1 
fam_4 ind_4 0 0 1 
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  example.freq: (A1 is minor allele ) 
CHR SNP A1 A2 MAF NCHROBS 
22 snp1 G T 0.375 8 
22 snp2 C T 0.375 8 
22 snp3 A G 0.25 6 
  fcGENE commands:  --oformat r  (or --oformat R) 
Standard text files with genotype coding as expected dose of minor alleles: 
 Example_genotype.txt  
SMAPLE_ID snp1 Snp2 snp3 
ind_1 1.89 0.19 0.18 
ind_2 0.15 1.3 0.96 
ind_3 1.23 0.04 1.11 
ind_4 0.35 1.95 NA 
 
 fcGENE commands:  --oformat r-dose  (or --oformat R-dose) 
 example_affection.txt  : see previous type  
fcGENE’s pedInfo and SNPInfo files:  
 example_pedinfo.txt  
Famid indid matid patid Sex phenotype 
Fam_1 ind_1 0 0 1 1 
Fam_2 ind_2 0 0 1 1 
Fam_3 ind_3 0 0 1 2 
Fam_4 ind_4 0 0 2 2 
 
 fcGENE’s commands: 
o   To read files: --pedinfo example_pedinfo.txt   
 example_snpinfo.txt  
Nchr snpid rsid bp cm_pos allele1 Allele2 
22 snp1 snp1 16212142 0.02 T G 
22 snp2 snp2 20278224 0.13 T C 
22 snp3 snp3 20304703 0.13 G A 
 fcGENE commands:  
o To read file: --snpinfo example_pedinfo.txt   
o --snpinfo and --pedinfo commands can be used with any type of data format 
readable by fcGENE. An example is given below:   
./fcgene --wgd example.genotype.distribution.txt --pos example.snpdata.txt\ 
--maf-thresh 0.1 --snpinfo example_snpinfo.txt –pedinfo 
example_pedinfo.txt  
Commands for quality control:   
In this section, we present fcGENE commands required for quality control prior to or after 
genotype imputation.   
Calculation of SNP-wise call rate and individual wise call rate: In order to calculate SNP-
wise and individual-wise call rate, one can use command option --crate. This command will 
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 example_snp_crate.txt:  
CHR SNP CRATE 
22 snp1 1 
22 snp2 1 
22 snp3 0.75 
   
 example_indiv_crate.txt:  
FID IID CRATE 
fam_1 ind_1 1 
fam_2 ind_2 1 
fam_3 ind_3 1 
fam_4 ind_4 0.75 
 
 Example of fcGENE command:  ./fcgene --bgl-gprobs example.bgl.gprobs  --crate 
Calculation of p-Values of HWE: This option performs asymptotic Chi-square testing of 
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. For more details see Wigginton JE, Cutler DJ and Abecasis 
GR.“A Note on Exact Tests of Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium”, Am J Hum Genet (2005) 76: 887-93.  
 Resulting file: snp_hwe.txt:  
CHR SNP PVALUE_EXACT 
22 snp1 0.428571 
22 snp2 0.428571 
22 snp3 1 
 fcGENE commands:  
o To calculate p-values for testing Hardy-Weinberg Disequilibrium for each 
SNP, use command option --hardy.   
o Example of fcGENE command:  
./fcgene --ped example.ped  --map example.map --hardy  
Calculation of allele frequencies 
 
 example_snp.frq:  
CHR SNP A1 A2 MAF NCHROBS 
22 snp1 G T 0.375 8 
22 snp2 C T 0.375 8 
22 snp3 A G 0.25 6 
 
 fcGENE commands: Calculation of minor allele frequencies can be performed 
with command --freq, for example ./fcgene --ped example.ped  --map example.map 
--freq 
Remark:  Calculation of call rate, p-values of HWE, and MAF can be performed within a 
single command:  
./fcgene --ped example.ped  --map example.map\ 
 --freq --crate –hardy --out example 
Discarding SNPs from analysis: The following command first excludes SNPs specified in 
the  file snplist.txt and then performs other tasks such as converting format into BIMBAM or 
calculating HWE and MAF.  
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./fcgene --ped example.ped  --map example.map\ 
--exclude snplist.txt  --hardy --maf --oformat bimbam\ 
--out bimbam/plink_bimbam  
Discarding samples from analysis:  Using command option --remove, one can discard 
individuals from subsequent analyses.  The following command first excludes individuals 
specified in the file indivlist.txt and then performs other tasks such as converting format into 
IMPUTE format and calculating call rates. 
./fcgene --ped example.ped  --map example.map\ 
--remove indivlist.txt  --crate  --oformat impute\ 
--out impute/plink_impute 
Quality control of SNPs and Individuals: In order to filter SNPs and individuals according 
to specified quality criteria (SNP-wise call rate, HWE and MAF, sample-wise call rate), we 
can use command options --filter-snp and --filter-indiv. The following command filters SNPs 
and individuals first, and then converts the genotype data into IMPUTE format  
  ./fcgene --ped example.ped  --map example.map\ 




Creation of new sample ids for family data:   This option is used to construct hybrid IDs on 
the basis of family data. We can specify an adequate rule using command option “--iid” in the 
following way:  
Command option  New IDs 
 
- -iid famid,iid,sep=_ famid_iid 
- -iid famid,iid,patid,matid,sep=_  famid_iid_patid_matid 
 
- -iid famid,iid,patid,matid,sep=-  famid-iid-patid-matid 
 
- -iid famid,iid,patid,matid  famidiidpatidmatid 
Table 4: Command options to create new IDs on the basis of pedigree information. 
 
Example:  ./fcgene  --example.ped --map example.map --iid fid,iid,sep=_ --oformat 
haploview 
Here, command option “-- iid fid,iid,sep= _” creates new dummy sample IDs of the 
form “FamilyID_IndividualID”. 
  
Multiple commands at a time:  
For the efficient use of fcGENE, one can apply multiple commands at a time. If we want to 
perform two or more tasks in fcGENE, these tasks can be separated by command options --
new-start and --new-end. The following examples show how to perform multiple tasks in 
fcGENE simultaneously.  
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 When a fcGENE command contains multiple format converting tasks, each new 
task, except for the first, is separated by command identifiers --new-start and --
new-end. The following command reads two PLINK-formatted files, and convert 
the first into MaCH and second into IMPUTE format.  
./fcgene --ped example1.ped  --map example1.map\ 
 --oformat mach --out mach/example\ 
 --new-start\ 
   --dosage example2.dose  --fam example2.fam\ 
--map example2.map --oformat impute --out impute/example 
--new-end  
 In the next example, two datasets were merged and then converted into 
EIGENSOFT format  
./fcgene --ped example1.ped  --map example1.map\ 
 --new-start\ 
   --gens impute/example2.gens --pedinfo impute/example2_pedinfo.txt \ 
 --merge\ 
--new-end \ 
--out eigensoft/example_merge --oformat eigensoft  
 The following command reads three datasets, merge the first two of them before 
the merged datasets are converted into PLINK dosage format. Call rate, HWE and 
MAFs are calculated for the third dataset. Then it is converted into BEAGLE 
format.   
o ./fcgene --ped example1.ped  --map example1.map\ 
 --new-start\ 
--ped mach/example2.ped --dat mach/example2.dat\ 
--snpinfo mach/example2_snpinfo  --filter-snp hwe=1e-2\  
 --merge\ 
--new-end\ 
--new-start \  
 --gens impute/example3.gens --pedinfo impute/example3_pedinfo.txt \ 
--hardy --crate --freq --oformat beagle \ 
--out beagle/impute_beagle\ 
--new-end \ 
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4.2 Second Research Paper 
Impact of pre-imputation SNP-filtering on genotype imputation results 
Nab Raj Roshyara, Holger Kirsten, Katrin Horn, Peter Ahnert and Markus Scholz 
BMC Genetics201415:88 
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4.2.1 Supplementary Information 
Impact of pre-imputation SNP-filtering on genotype imputation results 
Nab Raj Roshyara, Holger Kirsten, Katrin Horn, Peter Ahnert and Markus Scholz 
BMC Genetics201415:88 
Published: 12 August 2014 
DOI: 10.1186/s12863-014-0088-5 
 
1 Principal components analysis of study population in comparison with HapMapCEU: 
 
Supplementary Figure S1: Principal component plot comparing all analyzed individuals 
with individuals from imputation reference (HapMap CEU): Shown are the first three 
principal components (pc1, pc2, and pc3) as reported from EIGENSTRAT. Black triangles 
represent 60 individuals from HapMap CEU, red crosses represent the 100 individuals of the 
present study. For details, see Material and Methods section.  
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2 Commands used for Imputation process: 
2.1 Imputation without using  an external reference (hole-filling without  external 
reference):  
MaCH command for imputing masked genotypes without the use of HapMap references was 
applied with default settings, i.e.:  
./mach1 –p sample_chr_22.ped –d sample_chr_22.dat  --states 200 --rounds 100  --geno --
quality --dosage --probs --phase  --mle  --mldetails –prefix sample_chr_22.out 
 
In this command, sample_chr_22 is considered as a variable representing the different data 
subsets of pre-imputation quality filtering and missingness.  
IMPUTE2 was also run using default parameters:  
./impute2 –phase -m  hapmap3_r2_b36/genetic_map_chr22_combined_b36.txt \  
-g sample_chr_22 .gens  -strand_g sample_chr_22.strand  -int lower_int  upper_int \ 
-Ne 11418 -call_thresh 0.9 -pgs -o sample_ chr_22.out 
 
The two numbers lower_int and upper_int used in IMPUTE command are the base pair 
positions which define the boundaries of the genomic interval used for genotype inference.  
 
2.2 Imputation using HapMap References (hole-filling scenario with HapMap reference 
panel, entire SNP imputation):  
For imputation with MaCH, we applied the following two stepwise process in order to impute 
both, masked genotypes and completely masked SNPs. 
Step1:  ./mach1 -p sample_ chr_22.ped  -d sample_chr_22.dat   -s 
hm3_r2_b36_fwd.CEU.chr22.snps\  
-h  hm3_r2_b36_fwd.CEU.chr22.hap  --greedy -r 100 –prefix sample_chr_22_step1 
Step2:  ./mach1 -p sample_chr_22.ped  -d sample_chr_22.dat    -s 
hm3_r2_b36_fwd.CEU.chr22.snps \ 
-h  hm3_r2_b36_fwd.CEU.chr22.hap  --crossover sample_chr_22_step1.rec \ 
 --errormap sample_chr_22_step1.erate  --greedy  --geno --quality --dosage --probs --phase \ 
 --mle --mldetails   --prefix sample_ chr_22_step2   
In the first step, both, genotyping error rates and crossover rates are calculated. Using these 
parameters. In the second step, all SNPs of the reference panel are imputed. When analysing 
imputation quality across different data subsets, we used the posterior probabilities for two of 
the three genotypes at each SNP and for each individual as contained in MaCH output files 
with extension “.mlgeno”.  
In order to perform imputations with IMPUTE2 using HapMap references, we used the 
following command:  
./impute2  -m  hapmap3_r2_b36/genetic_map_chr22_combined_b36.txt  \ 
-h hapmap3_r2_b36/hapmap3.r2.b36.all.chr22.haps\ 
 –l hapmap3_r2_b36/hapmap3.r2.b36.all.chr22.legend  -g sample_chr_22.gens  \ 
-strand_g  sample_chr_22.strand  -int lower_int  upper_int   -Ne 11418  -call_thresh  
0.9  -pgs  -o sample_chr_22.out  
After completion of the imputation process, we analysed the quality of imputed genotypes 
using the three posterior probabilities that are given for each genotype and for each individual 
as contained in the imputation output files. 
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3 Results of additional pre-imputation quality filters:  
In the following tables we present the results of additional pre-imputation quality filters for 
the three imputation scenarios considered in the main paper.  
 
Structure of the Tables:  Rows of tables represent different pre-imputation quality filters 
ordered by the number of SNPs contained in the resulting data subsets. The first and second 
columns contain the names of data subsets described in Table 1 of the main paper and the 
total number of SNPs contained in the corresponding data subsets, respectively. The other 
columns contain the imputation quality scores for a different number of masked SNPs or 
genotypes and for the two imputation software considered. The cell with the best score in any 
particular column represents the best scenario and is marked by dark background.  Scenarios 
with non-significantly inferior imputation quality are marked by light grey background. 
Quality scores were compared with the Mc-Nemar test. Only the 10% overlapping masked 
SNPs or genotypes (that are masked in all scenarios) were assessed for imputation quality. P-





Imputation score based on 10% overlapping 
masked genotypes 
IMPUTE 
















ALL 9602 93.15* 92.29* 87.59* 92.43 91.55 86.08 
LQ.HWE 9574 93.17* 92.3* 87.54* 92.51 91.66 86.15 
NQ.HWE 9547 93.3* 92.27* 87.68* 92.57 91.64 86.11 
HQ.HWE 9450 93.13* 92.3* 87.89* 92.48 91.48 85.98 
NQ.CAR 9194 93.12* 92.24* 87.45* 92.28 91.35 85.65 
LQ.MAF 8520 93.25* 92.34* 87.54* 92.51 91.61 86.04 
LQ.MAF.HWE 8492 93.19* 92.43* 87.73* 92.50 91.59 86.25 
LQ 8472 93.23* 92.23* 87.85* 92.51 91.56 86.00 
NQ.MAF 8310 93.2* 92.39* 87.71* 92.43 91.52 85.78 
NQ.MAF.HWE 8255 93.21* 92.37* 87.86* 92.56 91.65 86.21 
NQ 7923 93.08* 92.09* 87.48* 92.29 91.36 85.64 
HQ.CAR 7148 90.7* 89.29* 80.76* 89.91 88.31 78.62 
HQ.MAF 6344 92.52* 91.45* 86.66* 91.61 90.74 84.71 
BQ 6337 89.82* 88.24* 79.53* 89.00 87.31 76.89 
HQ.MAF.HWE 6261 92.5* 91.37* 86.25* 91.68 90.44 84.74 
HQ 4658 89.47* 87.71* 78.56* 88.72 86.95 75.82 
Supplementary Table S1: (Imputation quality based on Hellinger score of 10% 
overlapping masked genotypes in 16 different scenarios of pre-imputation quality 
control‎ for‎ the‎ scenario‎ “hole‎ filling‎ without‎ external‎ reference”):‎ Percentages of the 
overlapping masked genotypes imputed with Hellinger score greater than or equal to 0.6 are 
presented. Datasets of different pre-imputation quality filtering were considered and different 
percentages of genotypes were masked. Imputations were performed with either MaCH or 
IMPUTE2. Scenarios with optimal imputation results are marked by dark background. Light 
grey background marks results which are not significantly inferior compared to the best 
scenario. An asterisk (*) indicates whether MaCH or IMPUTE2 performed significantly better 
in the corresponding scenario (Bonferroni corrected).  
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Datasets MACH 
Imputation score based on 10% overlapping 
masked genotypes 
IMPUTE 
















ALL 9602 95.09 94.45 90.76 95.27 94.76* 91.25* 
LQ.HWE 9574 95.16 94.45 90.81 95.34 94.74* 91.16 
NQ.HWE 9547 95.26 94.52 90.90 95.33 94.75 91.31* 
HQ.HWE 9450 95.08 94.58 91.08 95.25 94.65 91.29 
NQ.CAR 9194 95.06 94.47 90.78 95.24 94.61 91.00 
LQ.MAF 8520 95.21 94.58 90.75 95.22 94.70 91.25* 
LQ.MAF.HWE 8492 95.13 94.60 90.98 95.32 94.74 91.28 
LQ 8472 95.23 94.47 91.06 95.30 94.78* 91.05 
NQ.MAF 8310 95.13 94.63 90.81 95.24 94.61 91.08 
NQ.MAF.HWE 8255 95.13 94.49 90.87 95.4* 94.68 91.25 
NQ 7923 95.04 94.35 90.83 95.18 94.64* 90.86 
HQ.CAR 7148 93.58 92.52 86.11 93.58 92.62 86.55 
HQ.MAF 6344 94.54 93.85 90.19 94.73 94.07 90.24 
BQ 6337 92.91 91.61 85.29 93.04 92* 85.33 
HQ.MAF.HWE 6261 94.61 93.84 89.79 94.68 93.93 90.19 
HQ 4658 92.61 91.36 84.20 92.86 91.66 84.60 
Supplementary Table S2: (Imputation quality based on SEN score of 10% overlapping 
masked genotypes in 16 different scenarios of pre-imputation quality control for the 
scenario‎“hole‎filling‎without‎external‎reference”):‎Percentages of the overlapping masked 
genotypes imputed with a SEN score greater than or equal to 0.95 are presented. Datasets of 
different pre-imputation quality filtering were considered and different percentages of 
genotypes were masked. Imputations were performed with either MaCH or IMPUTE2. 
Scenarios with optimal imputation results are marked by dark background. Light grey 
background marks results which are not significantly inferior compared to the best scenario. 
An asterisk (*) indicates whether MaCH or IMPUTE2 performed significantly better in the 




Imputation score based on 10% overlapping 
masked genotypes 
IMPUTE 
Imputation score based on 10% 
overlapping masked genotypes  
Data subset 
name 












ALL 9602 94.03* 93.44* 91.03* 93.12 92.42 89.74 
LQ.HWE 9574 94.04* 93.46* 91.03* 93.10 92.39 89.82 
NQ.HWE 9547 94.02* 93.44* 90.99* 93.12 92.45 89.84 
HQ.HWE 9450 94* 93.38* 90.95* 93.06 92.45 89.78 
NQ.CAR 9194 93.79* 93.18* 90.65* 92.88 92.15 89.46 
LQ.MAF 8520 94.06* 93.46* 91.06* 93.03 92.33 89.79 
LQ.MAF.HWE 8492 94.02* 93.48* 91.01* 93.12 92.31 89.76 
LQ 8472 94.01* 93.45* 91.01* 93.10 92.41 89.85 
NQ.MAF 8310 94.06* 93.48* 91.01* 92.98 92.37 89.72 
NQ.MAF.HWE 8255 94.03* 93.46* 91.01* 93.09 92.33 89.78 
NQ 7923 93.83* 93.15* 90.61* 92.90 92.11 89.32 
HQ.CAR 7148 91.62* 90.5* 84.71* 90.67 89.47 83.97 
HQ.MAF 6344 93.29* 92.62* 89.52* 91.98 91.19 87.97 
BQ 6337 90.85* 89.62* 83.34* 89.85 88.61 82.47 
HQ.MAF.HWE 6261 93.24* 92.54* 89.34* 91.89 91.08 87.91 
HQ 4658 90.47* 89.05* 81.84* 89.00 87.55 80.57 
Supplementary Table S3: (Imputation quality based on Hellinger score of 10% 
overlapping masked genotypes in 16 different scenarios of pre-imputation quality 
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control‎ for‎the‎scenario‎“hole‎filling‎with‎external‎HapMap‎reference”):‎Percentages of 
the overlapping masked genotypes imputed with Hellinger score greater than or equal to 0.6 
are presented. Datasets of different pre-imputation quality filtering were considered and 
different percentages of genotypes were masked. Imputations were performed with either 
MaCH or IMPUTE2. Scenarios with optimal imputation results are marked by dark 
background. Light grey background marks results which are not significantly inferior 
compared to the best scenario. An asterisk (*) indicates whether MaCH or IMPUTE2 
performed significantly better in the corresponding scenario (Bonferroni corrected).  
 
Datasets MACH 
Imputation score based on 10% overlapping 
masked genotypes 
IMPUTE 
Imputation score based on 10% 
overlapping masked genotypes 
Data subset 
name 












ALL 9602 96.06* 95.71* 94.22* 95.64 95.14 93.51 
LQ.HWE 9574 96.03* 95.68* 94.26* 95.60 95.17 93.52 
NQ.HWE 9547 96* 95.67* 94.24* 95.60 95.18 93.53 
HQ.HWE 9450 96.02* 95.67* 94.15* 95.57 95.14 93.45 
NQ.CAR 9194 95.9* 95.55* 94.01* 95.45 95.00 93.17 
LQ.MAF 8520 96.05* 95.72* 94.26* 95.56 95.19 93.57 
LQ.MAF.HWE 8492 96.04* 95.71* 94.24* 95.60 95.15 93.41 
LQ 8472 96.04* 95.71* 94.24* 95.60 95.16 93.47 
NQ.MAF 8310 96.05* 95.72* 94.23* 95.60 95.09 93.42 
NQ.MAF.HWE 8255 96.02* 95.7* 94.24* 95.62 95.16 93.50 
NQ 7923 95.94* 95.53* 93.98* 95.48 94.93 93.11 
HQ.CAR 7148 94.7* 94.02* 90.71* 94.10 93.28 89.76 
HQ.MAF 6344 95.6* 95.19* 93.25* 94.89 94.40 92.31 
BQ 6337 94.22* 93.48* 89.79* 93.59 92.72 88.50 
HQ.MAF.HWE 6261 95.54* 95.12* 93.16* 94.93 94.36 92.23 
HQ 4658 94* 93.16* 89.11* 93.06 92.17 87.55 
Supplementary Table S4: (Imputation quality based on SEN score of 10% overlapping 
masked genotypes in 16 different scenarios of pre-imputation quality control for the 
scenario‎“hole‎filling‎with‎external‎HapMap‎reference”):‎Percentages of the overlapping 
masked genotypes imputed with a SEN score greater than or equal to 0.95 are presented. 
Datasets of different pre-imputation quality filtering were considered. Different percentages 
of genotypes were masked. Imputations were performed with either MaCH or IMPUTE2. 
Scenarios with optimal imputation results are marked by dark background. Light grey 
background marks results which are not significantly inferior compared to the best scenario. 
An asterisk (*) indicates whether MaCH or IMPUTE2 performed significantly better in the 
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3.3‎Results‎of‎the‎scenario‎“entire‎SNP‎imputation‎with‎external‎HapMap‎reference”: 
Datasets MACH 
Imputation score based on 10% overlapping 
masked SNPs 
IMPUTE 
Imputation score based on 10% 
overlapping masked SNPs 
Data subset 
name 












ALL 9602 94.36 94* 91.63 94.25 93.77 91.66 
LQ.HWE 9574 94.32 93.98 91.60 94.19 93.85 91.78 
NQ.HWE 9547 94.33 93.97* 91.68 94.18 93.77 91.84 
HQ.HWE 9450 94.29 93.95* 91.58 94.21 93.76 91.71 
NQ.CAR 9194 94.29 93.83* 91.36 94.17 93.64 91.42 
LQ.MAF 8520 94.37* 94.01* 91.66 94.09 93.67 91.63 
LQ.MAF.HWE 8492 94.30 93.94 91.62 94.14 93.79 91.63 
LQ 8472 94.33* 93.99* 91.61 94.14 93.68 91.68 
NQ.MAF 8310 94.33* 94.01* 91.67* 94.12 93.62 91.43 
NQ.MAF.HWE 8255 94.29 93.99* 91.63 94.13 93.72 91.61 
NQ 7923 94.27 93.82* 91.33 94.13 93.50 91.39 
HQ.CAR 7148 92.28* 91.39* 85.97 92.01 91.17 86.62* 
HQ.MAF 6344 93.78* 93.32* 90.42* 93.12 92.42 89.54 
BQ 6337 91.69* 90.76* 85.08 91.20 90.18 84.85 
HQ.MAF.HWE 6261 93.75* 93.24* 90.36* 93.07 92.42 89.36 
HQ 4658 91.22* 90.2* 83.64* 90.21 88.97 82.42 
Supplementary Table S5: (Imputation quality based on Hellinger score of 10% 
overlapping masked SNPs in 16 different scenarios of pre-imputation quality control for 
the‎scenario‎“entire‎SNP‎imputation‎with‎external‎HapMap‎reference”):‎Percentages of 
the overlapping masked SNPs imputed with Hellinger score greater than or equal to 0.6 are 
presented. Datasets of different pre-imputation quality filtering were considered and different 
percentages of SNPs were masked. Imputations were performed with either MaCH or 
IMPUTE2. Scenarios with optimal imputation results are marked by dark background. Light 
grey background marks results which are not significantly inferior compared to the best 
scenario. An asterisk (*) indicates whether MaCH or IMPUTE2 performed significantly better 
in the corresponding scenario (Bonferroni corrected).  
 
Datasets MACH 
Imputation score based on 10% overlapping 
masked SNPs 
IMPUTE 
















ALL 9602 96.24 95.97 94.55 96.22 95.95 94.68 
LQ.HWE 9574 96.24 96.00 94.54 96.23 95.99 94.60 
NQ.HWE 9547 96.22 95.95 94.56 96.22 95.97 94.72 
HQ.HWE 9450 96.20 95.96 94.51 96.27 95.98 94.69 
NQ.CAR 9194 96.22 95.92 94.37 96.24 95.84 94.53 
LQ.MAF 8520 96.25 95.96 94.56 96.20 95.86 94.58 
LQ.MAF.HWE 8492 96.20 95.95 94.55 96.26 95.92 94.63 
LQ 8472 96.22 95.96 94.52 96.16 95.96 94.66 
NQ.MAF 8310 96.20 95.97 94.54 96.19 95.94 94.55 
NQ.MAF.HWE 8255 96.19 95.96 94.56 96.23 95.94 94.55 
NQ 7923 96.19 95.89 94.34 96.19 95.83 94.39 
HQ.CAR 7148 95.02 94.48 91.32 94.91 94.34 91.37 
HQ.MAF 6344 95.9* 95.57* 93.77* 95.60 95.20 93.30 
BQ 6337 94.58 93.98 90.69* 94.34 93.72 90.16 
HQ.MAF.HWE 6261 95.88 95.5* 93.75* 95.62 95.19 93.30 
HQ 4658 94.34* 93.71* 89.91* 93.80 93.01 88.86 
Supplementary Table S6: (Imputation quality based on SEN score of 10% overlapping 
masked SNPs in 16 different scenarios of pre-imputation quality control for the scenario 
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“entire‎ SNP‎ imputation‎ with‎ external‎ HapMap‎ reference”):‎ Percentages of the 
overlapping masked SNPs imputed with SEN score greater than or equal to 0.95 are presented 
and datasets of different pre-imputation quality filtering were considered. Different 
percentages of SNPs were masked. Imputations were performed with either MaCH or 
IMPUTE2. Scenarios with optimal imputation results are marked by dark background. Light 
grey background marks results which are not significantly inferior compared to the best 
scenario. An asterisk (*) indicates whether MaCH or IMPUTE2 performed significantly better 
in the corresponding scenario (Bonferroni corrected).  
 
Datasets MaCH-rsq 
score based on 10% overlapping 
masked SNPs 
IMPUTE-info score 






10% 20% 50% 10% 20% 50% 
ALL 9602 98.29 98.72 98.07 99.57 99.57 99.36 
LQ.HWE 9574 98.50 98.72 98.07 99.57 99.57 99.57 
NQ.HWE 9547 98.29 98.72 98.07 99.57 99.79 99.57 
HQ.HWE 9450 98.50 98.50 97.86 100.00 99.57 99.36 
NQ.CAR 9194 98.50 98.50 97.86 99.57 99.57 99.57 
LQ.MAF 8520 98.29 98.29 97.86 99.57 99.57 99.36 
LQ.MAF.HWE 8492 98.29 98.72 97.86 99.57 99.57 99.57 
LQ 8472 98.29 98.50 98.07 99.57 99.57 99.57 
NQ.MAF 8310 98.29 98.50 98.07 99.57 99.79 99.57 
NQ.MAF.HWE 8255 98.50 98.50 98.07 99.57 99.57 99.57 
NQ 7923 98.50 98.50 97.64 99.57 99.57 99.36 
HQ.CAR 7148 96.79 96.79 93.36 99.57 99.14 98.72 
HQ.MAF 6344 97.86 97.86 96.57 99.14 98.93 98.50 
BQ 6337 96.57 96.57 92.72 99.14 98.93 97.43 
HQ.MAF.HWE 6261 97.86 97.86 96.57 98.93 98.93 98.72 
HQ 4658 96.36 96.36 91.65 98.50 98.07 96.36 
Supplementary Table S7: (Imputation quality of 10% overlapping masked SNPs in 16 
different scenarios of pre-imputation‎ quality‎ control‎ for‎ the‎ scenario‎ “entire‎ SNP‎
imputation‎with‎HapMap‎reference”):‎Percentages of SNPs with MaCH-rsq or IMPUTE-
info score greater than or equal to 0.3 are presented.  Datasets of different pre-imputation 
quality filtering were considered. Different percentages of SNPs were masked. Scenarios with 
optimal imputation results are marked by dark grey background. Light grey background 
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4.3.1 Supplementary Information  
Impact of Genetic Similarity on Imputation Accuracy  
Nab Raj Roshyara and Markus Scholz 
BMC Genet. 2015; 16: 90  
Published: 22 July 2015  
DOI:  10.1186/s12863-015-0248-2 
 
MaCH commands:  
Step1: 
./mach1 -p / target_data.ped –d target_data.dat  -s hapmap3_ref.snps  -h  hapmap3_ref.hap.gz --greedy  
-r 100 --prefix target_data_output_step1 
Step2: 
./mach1 -p target_data.ped  -d target_data.dat -s hapmap3_ref.snps  -h  hapmap3_ref.hap.gz  
--crossover target_data_output_step1.rec--errormap target_data_output_step1.rec –greedy 




/mach1 -p target_data.ped -d target_data.dat --rounds 100 --states 200 --phase --interim 5 --sample 5 --
prefix target_output_step1  
Step2:  
./minimac --refSnps hapmap3_ref.snps --refHaps  hapmap3_ref.hap --snps snplist_name.txt  --haps  
target_output_step1.hap  --round 20 --states 200 --phased --probs --gzip --em --prefix target_output_step2 
    
IMPUTE2 Commands:  
./impute2  -m hapmap3_genetic_map.txt -h hapmap3.hap  -l hapmap3.leg -g  target_data.gens\ 








MAF>=0.05 MAF>=0.1 MAF>=0.2 
AfAm CHB.JPT Reich 
FST 
0.097 0.151 0.154 0.153 
AfAm CHB.JPT Nei Gst 0.1476 0.1461 0.1465 0.1439 
 
Supplementary Table S1: Impact of low-frequency variants on measures of genetic 
distance. We present estimates of Reich FST, Nei Gst between Popres subsample AfAm 
and reference panel CHB.JPT for different cut-offs of minor allele frequency. While 
Reich FST changes significantly if low-frequency variants are omitted, Nei GST is 
robust. 
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Supplementary Figure S1: Box plot of Hellinger scores of target population AfAm 
obtained from MaCH- imputation with four different reference panels. Results for 
correctly and wrongly imputed SNPs based on best-guess genotypes are presented 
separately.  CEU achieves highest Hellinger scores for all, correctly and incorrectly 
imputed genotypes, i.e. performed best among reference panels. As one can see, applying 
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Supplementary‎Figure‎S2:‎‎Scatter‎plot‎of‎Nei’s‎‎    and Average MaCH-Rsq/IMPUTE-
info scores of GQ SNPs for the three different software considered. Color decodes 
reference‎panel‎while‎symbol‎represents‎the‎POPRES‎population‎considered.‎‎Pearson’s‎
correlation coefficients and the p-values obtained from computing a test of the 
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Supplementary‎Figure‎S3:‎‎‎Scatter‎plot‎of‎Nei’s‎‎    and percentages of gentoypes with 
good‎SEN‎score‎(SEN‎≥0.95)‎for‎the‎three‎different software considered. Color decodes 
reference‎panel‎while‎symbol‎represents‎the‎POPRES‎population‎considered.‎Pearson’s‎
correlation coefficients and the p-values obtained from computing a test of the 
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Supplementary‎Figure‎S4:‎‎Scatter‎plot‎of‎Reich’s‎‎    and percentages of gentoypes 
with‎good‎Hellinger‎score‎(HELLI‎≥0.45)‎for‎the‎three‎software‎considered.‎Color‎
decodes reference panel while symbol represents the POPRES population considered. 
Pearson’s correlation coefficients and the p-values obtained from computing a test of the 
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Supplementary‎Figure‎S5:‎Scatter‎plot‎of‎Reich‘s‎‎    and percentages of genotypes with 
good‎Hellinger‎score‎(HELLI≥0.45‎)‎for the three software considered. Only European 
populations are displayed. Color decodes reference panel while symbol represents the 
POPRES‎population‎considered.‎Pearson’s‎correlation‎coefficients‎and‎the‎p-values 
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Supplementary Figure S6: Scatter plot of      and percentages of wrongly imputed 
genotypes (based on best-guess genotypes) at different degrees of missing. It turns out 
that degree of missingness has a clear impact on imputation accuracy but the linear 
trend between      and imputation accuracy is‎essentially‎preserved.‎‎Pearson’s‎
correlation coefficients and the p-values obtained from computing a test of the 
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Supplementary Figure S7: Scatter plot of      and percentages of genotypes with good 
Hellinger‎score‎(HELLI≥0.45‎).‎Pearson’s‎correlation‎coefficients‎and‎the‎p-values 
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Supplementary Figure S8: Scatter plot of      and percentages of wrongly imputed 
genotypes (based on best-guess genotypes) at different degrees of missing. It turns out 
that degree of missingness has a clear impact on imputation accuracy but the linear 
trend between       and imputation accuracy is‎essentially‎preserved.‎‎Pearson’s‎
correlation coefficients and the p-values obtained from computing a test of the 
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Supplementary Figure S9: Scatter plot of      and average Rsq-score/Info-score of low-  
frequency variants (left panels) versus common variants (right panels). We present the 
results of the three imputation frameworks MaCH, MaCH-minimac and IMPUTE2. For 
low-frequency variants, both, overall yield of well-imputed SNPs and correlation 
between        and‎imputation‎accuracy‎are‎reduced.‎‎Pearson’s‎correlation‎coefficients‎
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Supplementary‎Figure‎S10:‎‎Scatter‎plot‎of‎Nei’s‎‎    and percentages of genotypes with 
good‎Hellinger‎score‎(HELLI‎≥0.45)‎for‎the‎three‎software‎considered.‎Color‎decodes‎
reference panel while symbol represents the POPRES population considered. In the 
Figure one extra target dataset AfAm_ALL including all available POPRES samples is 
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Supplementary‎Figure‎S11:‎‎Scatter‎plot‎of‎Nei’s‎‎    and percentages of genotypes with 
software specific score (MaCH-Rsq≥0.80/‎IMPUTE-info≥0.80)‎for‎the‎three‎software‎
considered. Color decodes reference panel while symbol represents the POPRES 
population considered. In the Figure one extra target dataset AfAm_ALL including all 
available POPRES samples is also considered.   
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4.4 Fourth Research Paper 
Comparing performance of modern genotype imputation methods in different 
ethnicities 
Nab Raj Roshyara, Katrin Horn, Holger Kirsten, Peter Ahnert and Markus Scholz 
Nature Publication, Scientific Reports volume 6, Article number: 34386  
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4.4.1 Supplementary Information  
Comparing performance of modern genotype imputation methods in different 
ethnicities 
Nab Raj Roshyara, Katrin Horn, Holger Kirsten, Peter Ahnert and Markus Scholz 
Nature Publication, Scientific Reports volume 6, Article number: 34386  
Published online: 05 September 2016  
DOI: 10.1038/srep34386 
Commands used for Genotype imputation 
MaCH commands 
Step1: 
./mach1 -p / target_data.ped –d target_data.dat  -s hapmap3_ref.snps  -h  hapmap3_ref.hap.gz 
--greedy  -r 100 --prefix target_data_output_step1 
Step2: 
./mach1 -p target_data.ped  -d target_data.dat -s hapmap3_ref.snps  -h  hapmap3_ref.hap.gz  
--crossover target_data_output_step1.rec--errormap target_data_output_step1.rec\ 




/mach1 -p target_data.ped -d target_data.dat --rounds 100 --states 200 --phase --interim 5 --
sample 5 --prefix target_output_step1  
Step2:  
./minimac --refSnps hapmap3_ref.snps --refHaps  hapmap3_ref.hap --snps snplist_name.txt  --
haps  target_output_step1.hap  --round 20 --states 200 --phased --probs --gzip --em --prefix 
target_output_step2  
MaCH-Admix commands 
  ./mach-admix -p target_data.ped -d target_data.dat  -s reference_data.snp  -h 
reference_data.hap --geno --probs  --dosage  --phase  --prefix  output_data 
IMPUTE2 Commands  
./impute2  -m hapmap3_genetic_map.txt -h hapmap3.hap  -l hapmap3.leg -g  
target_data.gens\  -strand_g target_data_strand.txt -pgs -int lowerBound upperBound\ 
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IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT commands 
Step1 : SHAPEIT command 
  ./shapeit -G target_data.gens  target_data_sample.txt   -M  hapmap3_genetic_map.txt 
--output-max   output_data .haps  output_data.sample  --output-log output_data.log 
Step2: IMPUTE2 Commands   
./impute2  -use_prephased_g   -known_haps_g  output_data.haps\ 
  --m hapmap3_genetic_map.txt -h hapmap3.hap  -l hapmap3.leg\ 
 -strand_g target_data_strand.txt -k_hap 500 -iter 50  -burnin  20  -phase\  
-int lowerBound upperBound -Ne 20000 -o target_output_name  
 
 
Supplementary figure S1: Box plots of Hellinger scores obtained from imputing AfAm 
population with five different imputation frameworks. As one can see, a Hellinger 
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Supplementary figure S2: Boxplots of posterior probabilities of best guess genotypes in 
AfAm population. All software were applied with default parameters and reference 
panels. IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT shows exceptionally high posterior probabilities for 
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Supplementary Figure S3: Violin plot of posterior probabilities of best-guess genotypes 
in GQ SNPs. Probabilities of correctly imputed and wrongly imputed best-guess 
genotypes are shown separately.  
 
 
Supplementary Figure S4: Geometric density plot Hellinger scores obtained from 
observing all GQ genotypes masked before imputation. Observed population is AfAm.  
In Figure S2, IMPUTE2_SHAPEIT shows the best Hellinger scores for the correctly imputed 
genotypes. However, at the same time, it also shows worst   relationship of wrongly imputed 
genotypes with the corresponding true genotypes.    
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 MaCH and MaCH_minimac frame Work  
(Best-matched Reference Panel) 
Mixed Reference Panel 
Country Reference  
Panel 













Australian CEU 0.0078287 88.916 87.691* 88.18* 88.471* 87.329* 
British CEU 0.0078541 89.962 88.503* 89.095* 89.392* 87.697* 
Canadian CEU 0.0078631 89.472 88.067* 88.632* 88.879* 87.173* 
Swiss.French CEU 0.0079978 89.027 88.001* 88.237* 88.264* 87.179* 
French CEU 0.0080226 89.351 87.553* 88.244* 88.376* 87.521* 
German CEU 0.0080485 89.484 88.169* 88.667* 88.684* 87.423* 
Irish CEU 0.0081449 89.474 88.255* 88.771* 88.788* 87.767* 
Swiss CEU 0.0082549 89.100 87.515* 88.316* 88.65* 87.137* 
Belgians CEU 0.0084603 89.354 88.143* 88.935* 89.078 87.763* 
Swiss.German CEU 0.0086417 88.813 87.415* 88.402* 88.106* 86.966* 
eastEU CEU 0.0088483 88.656 87.462* 88.114* 88.349 87.111* 
Portuguese CEU 0.0096742 87.642 86.627* 87.554 87.554 86.879* 
Spanish CEU 0.0096786 88.337 87.01* 88.409 88.079 87.097* 
Italian CEU 0.0105699 87.822 87.017* 87.822 87.652 86.513* 
From 
Yugoslavia 
CEU 0.0108079 88.276 87.015* 87.76* 87.623* 86.702* 
Mexican MEX 0.0108799 88.347* 87.501* 88.775* 89.192 87.348* 
AfAm YRI 0.0188273 81.655* 79.961* 85.197 85.092 82.526* 
Punjabi CEU 0.0244462 85.873* 85.67* 87.271 87.194 86.295* 
Indian CEU 0.0247062 85.783* 84.714* 87.105 87.044 85.663* 
Japanese CHB.JPT 0.0875363 88.525* 87.978* 88.558* 89.368 87.822* 
Supplementary Table S1:  Table 2:  Comparison of percentages of genotypes with good 
SEN scores (>=0.95) obtained for 20 different POPRES samples with either MaCH, 
MaCH-minimac, MaCH-Admix, IMPUTE2, or IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT. For Imputation 
with MaCH and MaCH-minimac framework, the best matched reference panel based on 
Nei’s‎GST was‎ selected.‎ Nei’s‎GST values and corresponding reference panels are also 
presented.  Imputation frameworks with best results are marked with bold italic letter 
for each sample and those scenarios which are significantly different from the best 
scenario are marked with an asterisk. Mc-Nemar test was used to determine significant 
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 MaCH and MaCH_minimac frame Work  
(Best-matched Reference Panel) 
























7 90.579 89.273* 
89.876




1 91.536 90.001* 
90.862








8 90.513 89.279* 
89.882




6 91.012 89.291* 
90.206








9 91.071 89.957* 
90.588


























































3 90.183 89.401* 90.501 90.529 88.659* 
 
Supplementary Table S2: Counts (in percentage) of most likely genotypes which are 
well-matched with the original genotypes as obtained for 20 different POPRES samples 
with either MaCH, MaCH minimac, MaCH-Admix, IMPUTE2, or IMPUTE2-
SHAPEIT. For Imputation with MaCH and MaCH-minimac framework, the best 
matched‎ reference‎ panel‎ based‎ on‎ Nei’s‎ GST were‎ selected.‎ Nei’s‎ GST values and 
corresponding reference panels are also presented.  Imputation frameworks with best 
results are marked with bold italic letter for each sample and those scenarios which are 
significantly different from the best scenario are marked with an asterisk. Mc-Nemar 
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 MaCH and MaCH_minimac frame Work  
(Best-matched Reference Panel) 
Mixed Reference Panel 
Country Reference  
Panel 





















































































































0.778 0.756* 0.832* 0.876 
Supplementary Table S3:  Comparison of software specific Rsq score and Info score as 
obtained for 20 different POPRES samples with either MaCH, MaCH minimac, MaCH-
Admix, IMPUTE2, or IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT. For Imputation with MaCH and MaCH-
minimac framework, the best‎matched‎reference‎panel‎based‎on‎Nei’s‎GST were selected. 
Nei’s‎GST values and corresponding reference panels are also presented.  Imputation 
frameworks with best results are marked with bold italic letter for each sample and 
those scenarios which are significantly different from the best scenario are marked with 
an asterisk. Mc-Nemar test was used to determine significant differences of alternative 
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Country Genetic similarity MaCH-minimac  IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT 
 Reference  
Panel 
Nei_Gst 50% 70% 100% 50% 70% 100% 
Australian CEU 0.0078287 90.168 89.093 88.414 87.877* 88.502 88.041 
British CEU 0.00785414 90.451 89.51 89.226 88.657* 88.733* 88.285* 
Canadian CEU 0.00786305 90.404 89.124 88.894 88.314* 88.084* 87.8* 
Swiss.French CEU 0.00799776 89.64 88.809 88.688 88.185* 88.043* 88.141 
French CEU 0.00802259 89.714 89.244 88.128 88.303* 88.018* 88.325 
German CEU 0.00804851 90.226 89.341 88.882 88.368* 88.499* 88.018* 
Irish CEU 0.00814486 89.562 88.949 88.554 87.919* 87.842* 88.05 
Swiss CEU 0.00825494 89.819 88.801 88.32 88.057* 87.98* 87.98 
Belgians CEU 0.00846027 90.086 89.36 88.789 88.459* 88.151* 88.338 
Swiss.German CEU 0.00864172 89.623 88.496 87.851 87.305* 87.622* 87.436 
eastEU CEU 0.00884828 89.359 88.364 88.134 87.369* 87.62* 87.762 
Portuguese CEU 0.00967424 88.734 87.661 87.136 87.005* 87.037 87.18 
Spanish CEU 0.00967859 89.08 88.161 87.712 87.395* 87.11* 87.635 
Italian CEU 0.0105699 88.75 87.865 87.996 87.231* 87.329 87.198* 
From Yugoslavia CEU 0.0108079 89.102 88.303 88.029 87.624* 87.329* 87.285* 
Mexican MEX 0.0108799 89.571 88.99 88.563 88.727* 88.782 88.42 
AfAm YRI 0.0188273 82.212 80.91* 80.659* 82.628 82.376 82.89 
Punjabi CEU 0.0244462 87.693 86.938 86.577* 87.036 87.233 87.244 
Indian CEU 0.0247062 87.137 86.36 85.66* 86.7 86.71 86.7 
Japanese CHB.JPT 0.0875363 89.583 88.843 88.977 89.101 89.078 89.033 
Supplementary Table S4: Percentage of Genotypes with good SEN score (>=0.95) for 
imputation frameworks with pre-phasing strategy: A number of populations derived 
from POPRES were studied. Different percentages of GQ-SNPs were masked (50%, 
70%, 100%). The best software framework for each population and degree of 
missingness is presented in bold italic letters. An asterisk (*) indicates whether the other 
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In this thesis, we have focused in different practical aspects of imputation methods. Moreover 
we focused in developing methods for efficient genetic data management, especially 
transformation of genetic data from one format to another.  
Firstly we developed a new tool through which genetic data management can be performed 
very efficiently. The main purpose of our newly developed tool fcGENE is twofold. First it 
performs SNP-wise and individual-wise quality control of genotype SNP data and generates 
the files required for different imputation tools. Second, it converts the imputation results 
back to different GWA analysis tools. FcGENE can read and convert sets of genotype SNP 
data having formats of software: PILNK, SNPTEST, HAPLOVIEW, EIGENSOFT and 
imputation tools like MaCH, IMPUTE2, BEAGLE and BIMBAM.  We can summarize the 
functionality of fcGENE as followings:  
1. fcGENE can be used to perform SNP-wise and individual-wise quality control of 
genotype SNP data.  
2. This tool can convert the formats of genotyped SNP data from one kind to other used 
by different GWA analysis tools.  
3. It can generate templates of imputation commands which are necessary for the 
selected imputation tool.  
4. It can convert the imputation-reference panel into PLINK-format and into the formats 
of other imputation tools.  
5. It transforms back the imputed genotype data (files generated by imputation tool) into 
PLINK and other necessary formats. 
6. It can prepare files for SNPTEST from plink formatted genotype and phenotype files. 
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7. With help of fcGENE, we can perform the strand alignment between a given genetic 
dataset and the reference panel used for imputation purpose.  
The detailed description of the functionality of fcGENE is described in our research 
paper[12].  
In a second paper [13], we studied the impact of pre-imputation filtering on the accuracy of 
imputation methods. Determining different SNP-quality filtering criteria, we investigated the 
relation between different filtering cut-offs and imputation quality. For this purpose, we 
developed two new statistical scores which are very useful to compare the original and 
imputed SNPs directly at genotype level. Our newly defined scores showed that strict quality 
filtering of SNPs prior to imputation may be detrimental to imputation accuracy. Our research 
revealed that little or no SNP filtering prior to imputation is the best strategy for imputation of 
at least small or moderate sized dataset.  Imputation software MaCH performed slightly better 
than other software IMPUTE2.   
The third paper dealt with the relationship between summary statistics of population 
differentiation and imputation accuracy obtained from using a reference panel of single 
population. We considered study datasets of 20 different ethnic groups (POPRES) and 
imputed them with each of the reference panels of four different origins. We also computed 
different summary statistics of population differentiation like Reich’s    , Nei’s     and other 
modified version of    . Our result showed that imputation accuracy is highly correlated to all 
    and      like scores between the study data sets and the reference panel. Moreover we 
found that        shows the best prediction of imputation accuracy of data set using a 
particular reference panel. We have also suggested a cut-off for     through which we can 
decide whether a particular population can be used as reference panel to impute a study data 
set with optimal imputation accuracy. A detailed analysis of relationship between the 
imputation accuracy and      and      like scores is described in our research paper 
published on a peer reviewed journal[14].   
Finally, we compared the performance of different modern imputation frameworks based on 
either best-match reference selection versus cosmopolitan reference panel and with or without 
pre-phasing[15]. MaCH and MaCH-minimac rely on best-matched reference selection while 
other software like MaCH-admix, IMPUTE2 and IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT consider admixed 
panel with all available population as reference data set and let the software choose the 
references for each individual separately. The software can select a particular panel of 
references either in a piecewise manner or for whole genome at once. We have compared the 
performance of all these modern software and investigated under which conditions the use of 
admixed reference panel is better than using imputation frameworks adopting best-matched 
reference panels. Our research revealed that imputation frameworks using best-matched 
reference panel (e.g. MaCH, MaCH-minimac) are the best to use if the population 
differentiation score (e.g.    ) between the  reference panel and study data set is small 
(   <0.01). MaCH-admix and IMPUTE2 are superior to impute study datasets that are 
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Our simulation study also revealed that pre-phasing always reduces imputation accuracy: We 
compared two frame works with pre-phasing option namely IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT and 
MaCH-minimac. Our research showed that IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT considering admixed 
reference panel has the poorest performance when we compare its result with the result 
obtained from MaCH-minimac using a reference panel genetically similar to the study dataset.  
IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT results were better only at a condition where    or     between the 
study dataset and used reference panel was large. However IMPUTE2-SHAPEIT always 
shows poorer performance if we compare it with IMPUTE2 and MaCH-admix. Results are 
applicable to small or medium sample sizes.  
In Summary, we have made a significant contribution on different practical aspects of 
imputation methods.  Firstly we developed a well-recognized tool for easy data 
transformation. Secondly we analysed the impact of quality control on imputation accuracy. 
Finally, we compared different modern imputation frameworks and suggest the best tool at 
different condition.  Our research was based on HapMap3 reference panel. Therefore for the 
future work, we suggest to repeat the analysis in our research work also for the reference 
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